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The Open Court
Volume XLVIII (No. 3) July, 1934 Number 930

THE POSTHUMOUS ADVENTURES OF
A CHINESE POET

BY L. CARRINGTON GOODRICH

EXPLANATORY NOTE

IN :e last four or five years a commission of Chinese scholars

found and published a quantity of edicts and memorials,

unknv'~ 'n previously to Chinese historians, which were discovered

in the archives of the palace in Peking. The material given below

has been translated from one series of these documents, and con-

cerns a single figure in the domain of Chinese letters, Ch'ii Ta-chiin.

An extended biography of Ch'ii is not called for here, as enough

is given in the record. Briefly, he was born about 1629 in the district

of P'an-yii, Kuangtung Province, and was a young student when

the forces of the Ming collapsed and the Manchu braves and their

Chinese and Mongol allies overran the country, occupying Peking

in 1644 and Canton in 1650. Like many another sensitive Chinese.

Ch'ii could not tolerate living without protest under these condi-

tions, and retired to the seclusion of a monastery, where he was

free to write and dream. He became renowned for his poetry, he

and two contemporaries of neighboring districts, Ch'en Kung-yin

and Liang P'ei-lan, being known as "the three masters of Ling-nan."

In middle life he left the priesthood. He died about 1690. Nearly

a century later all of his writings were listed on the Index Expurga-

forius, for destruction by fire. Fortunately copies of at least seven

of his fifteen books have been preserved : likewise a few fugitive es-

says and poems.

The first memorial was written during the period Yung-cheng

(1723-35). All the other memorials and edicts were indited in the

ensuing reign, that of Ch'ien-lung (1736-95).

The Transl.xtor
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE

OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FIGURES

Ch'ii Ta-chiin 17th century poet, native of P'an-yii, Kuangtung

Fu-t'ai Manchu, governor of Kuangtung in 1729-30

Ch'en Kung-yin Poet, native of Shun-teh, Kuangtung, 1631-1700

Liang P'ei-lan Poet, native of Nan-hai, Kuangtung, 1632-1708

Ch'ii Ming-hung Son of Ch'ii Ta-chiin

Li Shih-yao Governor-general of Kuangtung and Kuangsi in

1774

Teh-pao Manchu, governor of Kuangtung in 1774-75

Ch'ii N,ien-chen Great-grandson of Ch'ii Ta-chiin's younger

brother, born 1747

Ch'ii Chao-se Distant cousin of Ch'ii Nien-chen, born 1705

Kao-chin Manchu, governor-general of Kiangsu, Kiangsi,

and Anhui in 1774-75

Sa-tsai Manchu, governor of Kiangsu in 1774

San-pao Manchu, governor of Chekiang in 1774

The memorial to the emperor of Fu-t'ai, governor of Kuang-

tung, dated 1730:

.... When I was reading your most recent edicts in the Ta i

chiieh mi lu, I came across a reference to the rebellious character of

the collected M^ritings of Ch'ii Wen-shan. This name seemed sus-

piciously alike in sound, though not in script, to the style of Ch'ii

Ta-chiin, namely Ch'ii Weng-shan ; so I went out and purchased

the I'Ven wai, the Shih zvai, and Wen ch'ao of Ch'ii Ta-chiin, and

the Shih chi and other books of Ch'en Kung-yin and Liang P'ei-lan.

I found nothing seditious in the writings of Liang, but a great deal

in those of Ch'ii and Ch'en. They conceal a sullen and tumultuous

spirit. Also when referring to the last dynasty they set the charac-

ters respectfully up one space. The works of Ch'ii are worse than

those of Ch'en in this respect. When I noted these things my hair

stood on end. From the time our dynasty seized the tripods Heaven

has smiled on us, the country has been unified, there has been peace

\vithin our borders and with foreign countries, and the virtues have

flourished. All people the world over—hoary-headed men and yel-

low-mouthed babes—rejoice to have been born at this time, and mes-

sengers from foreign lands come by ships bearing gifts. There is

none who does not honor and magnify the dynasty.
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How could anyone believe that certain individuals eating of our

plenty should, like Ch'ii Ta-chiin and Ch'en Kung-yin, hide within

them the hearts of dogs and wolves and notions of a viper. . . .Their

violent words slander the sacred dynasty. . . .1 ascertained that Ch'ii

and Ch'en died some thirty years ago ; so there was no way of

gathering them into the net of the law. There remained the director

of studies at Hui-lai hsien, Ch'ii Ming-hung, son of Ch'ii Ta-chiin.

I was secretly conferring with the lieutenant-governor Wang Shih-

chiin concerning the way to arrest him, when on the 16th day of the

10th moon [Dec. 6, 1729] Ch'ii Ming-hung arrived at the provin-

cial seat, delivered his seal to the office of the lieutenant-governor,

and handed himself over for punishment. He declared that his

father was Oi'ii Ta-chiin, who had been guilty of high treason and

had written seditious books. When his father died Ming-hung was

a child, too young to understand. The printed writings and wood-

blocks had been deposited at his home but he had not examined

them. Now, while in office as director of studies, he had received a

copy of the Ta i cliueJi mi In sent by the emperor, which is to be read

throughout the empire, and noted the likeness between the name of

Ch'ii Wen-shan and his father's style. He then promptly passed in

review his father's poetry and essays, and came to realize the dis-

order-provoking and rebellious nature of his father's writings. For

this reason he gave himself up to be appropriately punished. The
lieutenant-governor, Wang Shih-chiin, secretly reported this to me.

T considered in my own mind that the son of Ch'ii Ta-chiin, having

been in office as director of studies ought to know the law ; that

when he saw secreted in his home illegal and heterodox writings he

ought at an early date to have burned them. Instead, he saved these

posthumous works, permitting them to remain for posterity and to

be sold. Now this rebel says that not until he read the Ta i chiieh mi
lit did he understand, and give himself up, thus dodging his earlier

responsibility. On the one hand, therefore, I order the lieutenant-

governor and provincial judge most rigorously to pursue their in-

vestigations, and on the other made inquiry about the sons and grand-

sons of Ch'en Kung-yin.

I secretly followed the latter inquiry, but without success. So I

bethought myself that Ch'en and Ch'ii Ta-chiin must have had friends

of like sympathies when they were alive, and that their descendants

might still live in one place. This fact Ch'ii ]\Iing-hung would sure-

ly know. Accordingly I ordered him sternly to divulge the infor-
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mation, with the expectation of arresting them all at once, imprison-

ing them, and then informing your majesty. . . .

Received by the emperor the 19th day, 10th moon, of the 8th

year of Yung-cheng [Nov. 28, 1730], who made this notation in

vermilion: "Foolish and fuddled. He does not know how to trans-

act business."

II

Forty-four years later (1774)

The memorial of Li Shih-yao and Teh-pao, respectively gover-

nor-general of Kuangtung and Kuangsi and governor of Kuangtung:

We respectfully ackowledge receipt of the imperial edict of the

5th day, 8th moon, 39th year of Ch'ien-lung [Sept. 10, 1774].
i Just

after laying out our course of action on the search for seditious

literature, there appeared at our yamen the two district magistrates

of Nan-hai and P'an-yii. They reported the discovery that a mem-
ber of a later generation of the clan of the rebel Ch'ii Ta-chiin, named

Ch'ii Nien-chen, and others kept concealed in their homes the said

rebel's book Woi uui. The P'an-yii magistrate also declared that the

student Shen Shih-ch'eng had delivered to him the single work Shih

zvai by Ch'ii Ta-chiin, and that the bookshop proprietor P'an Ming
and others had turned over the blocks and printed matter—ten copies

in all—of both the Kuang tung hsin yii ["New Tidings from Kuang-

tung"] and the Ling-nan san chia ho-k'o shih chi ["Anthology of

poetry by the three masters of Ling-nan"]. We find that P'an Ming

and the rest are book salesmen and are ignorant of wrong-doing. As

for the student Shen Shih-ch'eng, he may be shown mercy as he de-

livered the books of his own volition. But Ch'ii Nien-chen and his

group, because of their kinship with the rebel Ch'ii Ta-chiin and

their boldness in secretly concealing for so long books that should

have been burned, deserve the full penalty of the law. We have de-

termined their punishment and are writing a separate memorandum
on that head.

Now as to the "Anthology" of the three poets, we have noted

mucli that is seditious in the poems and prose of Liang P'ei-lan and

ITliis edict is the first of a long line of decrees by the same emperor
demanding books which were or seem to be derogatory to the throne,
or to the Manchus and other border peoples. This inquisition resulted
eventually in the destruction of over 2,300 works (together with their
duplicates and many woodblocks) and the mutilation of some 350 more.
(The Translator)
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Ch'en Kung-yin. The book should surely not be permitted to cir-

culate. We feared that besides this "Anthology" there might be

books by Ch'ii alone. Consequently we directed a deputy quietly

to investigate the private libraries of Ch'ii's sons and grandsons. He
made a careful examination, but discovered nothing. Still we have

ascertained that the bookstores of the provincial seat [Canton] have

the "Anthology" of the three poets to print and to sell, and the gen-

try and scholars cannot but be buyers of it. We have instructed our

subordinates to discover the whereabouts of copies and to take them

into custody, and we have respectfully labelled, wrapped up, and

despatched to Peking the ShiJi zvai in twenty-three booklets ; the

Kiiang-tung hsin yii, one copy ; and the "Anthology," one copy. Be-

sides these we have a few woodblocks ; when more are collected we
shall set fire to the lot.

We intend once more to publish your edict, informing the peo-

ple of the treason and immorality of Ch'ii Ta-chiin, of the iniquity

of his books, of the fact that long ago a command was sent out to

burn them, that Ch'ii's works are not like other traitorous books.

We shall also inform them of Ch'ii Nien-chen and members of the

Ch'ii clan, their gall in secretly concealing the books of Ch'ii Ta-chiin,

and how we have memorialized your majesty concerning the punish-

ment to be meted put to them. In respect to the P'an-yii student,

Shen Shih-ch'eng and his ilk, we shall mention our plea for mercy,

because they gave up books of their own accord, and were not them-

selves involved in crime.

All this we shall have announced from door to door, that every-

one may be warned, and no misunderstanding result. The search

will be thorough and complete. What our deputies and officials dis-

cover in their investigation will be the subject of a later despatch. . .

.

Received and checked by the vermilion pencil of the emperor on

the 9th day, 11th moon, of the 39th year of Ch'ien-lung [Dec. 11,

1774].

Ill

The memorandum referred to in the previous memorial by Li

Shih-yao and Teh-pao

:

. . . .On the 20th day, 9th moon, of the v39th year of Ch'ien-lung

['Oct.' 24, 1774] we received a report from Ch'ang Teh and Chang
T'ien-chih, district magistrates of Nan-hai and P'an-yii respective-

ly, as follows

:
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After receiving the edict to look for and hand over books of

former generations, we made a careful investigation and discovered

in the bookstalls a copy of the Kuang-tung hsin yii, written by Ch'ii

Ta-chiin. This we glanced over, but could find nothing in it to ob-

ject to. Yet in our investigation of the author we remarked that be-

cause he had rashly composed the Shih ivai and the Wen zuai, the

words of which are treasonable, there had resulted the case at law

in the 7th year of Yung-cheng. Now the Kuang-tung hsin yii was

on sale at the bookstores, and we suspected there might be other

books as well that had been saved from the general proscription of

his works. Accordingly we secretly instructed a clerk in the bureau

of ceremonies named Chien Shang to obtain information about the

members of the Ch'ti family and report back. Chien has a young

relative of another surname, a boy, named Lin Ya-pi studying un-

der the tutelage of Ch'ii Nien-chen, of the same clan as Ch'ii Ta-

chiin. Chien reported

:

"I went on my quest, and informed him that my office was mak-

ing an investigation of the writings of Ch'ii Ta-chiin. He replied

that in his home he had the Wen wai in three booklets. I asked him

to produce it, and he oiTered it to me at the price of three round

milled pieces of silver."

We bought the booklets, and checking them over discovered that

whole pages and sections were missing. On the suspicion that he

had intentionally torn or destroyed them, we immediately arrested

Ch'ii Nien-chen and told him to confess where a complete copy might

be. He replied that he had formerly noticed that his elder brother

[actually a distant cousin] Ch'ii Chao-se also had one. We prompt-

ly sought the latter out at his home and imprisoned him. He pro-

duced a copy in four booklets. We have checked and found them

complete. We also searched the two houses with every care, but

found nothing illegal beyond these volumes ; nor were the wood-

blocks hidden there. For the present we are holding said criminals

awaiting your orders ; as to the seven booklets, we have the honor

to forward them herewith.

[The governor-general and governor then review the case, re-

minding themselves that in the 8th year of Yung-cheng (1730), the

son, Ch'ii Ming-hung, had given himself up, the governor Fu-t'ai had

recommended punishment, but mercy instead had been shown by the

emperor; the books, however, they recalled, were to be burned.]

How then does it happen, [they continue] that the descendants
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of this family, which had received imperial clemency, should still

possess books ordered burned over forty years ago? Evidently be-

cause the investigation was not thorough. Our hair stood on end at

the revelation. Consequently we summoned Ch'ii Nien-chen and

his cousin and examined them with the aid of the lieutenant-gover-

nor Wu Chiu-ling and the provincial judge Ch'in Huang. Ch'ii

Nien-chen replied in answer to our questioning:

"I inherited from my father the three booklets of the Wen zvai.

I only had a rough idea of its contents and did not comprehend its

meaning. Had I hidden it on purpose, how would I have dared to

sell it for money, and thus let its existence become known?"

Ch'ii Chao-se in his turn replied, "As a boy I worked on the

farm and did not learn to read. The book has been in our home for

a long time. Just why it was not handed over years ago I have no

idea."

Now this Ch'ii Ta-chiin's guile was that of a mad dog. . . .We
recommend therefore that, due to their negligence in not handing

over these rebellious works, Ch'ii Nien-chen and his brother receive

no mercy, but be dealt with according to the penalty for the sons

and grandsons of, and residents in the same home as traitors. They

should all be decapitated. The four volume copy of the Wen wai we
shall have labelled and sent to you. The imperfect copy will be kept

here and burned.

Expressing penitence for having had this happen in our juris-

diction, and confessing that we are worthy of punishment, we never-

theless implore the emperor's pardon ....

Received on the 9th day, 11th moon. 39th year of Ch'ien-lung

[Dec. 11, 1774]. The comment in vermilion reads. "I have already

sent my edict."

TV

Here are given in full the statements by Ch'ii Nien-chen and

Ch'ii Chao-se, summarized very briefly in the memorandum above.

[The evidence is written in colloquial style, befitting the station of

the prisoners. The Translator.]

The testimony of Ch'ii Nien-chen

:

"T am a native of P'an-yii hsien, and am now twenty-eight stii

[27 years]. My father, Ch'ii T'ing-jui, died many years ago. As a

boy T studied for several years, and then set up a small shop, in

which T could not earn very much. Accordingly this year T opened
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a little school at Chih [the Straight] street outside the small south

gate. Ch'ii Ta-chiin was my great grandfather's elder brother. In

the eighth year of Yung-cheng [1730] I had not yet been born; so

knew nothing of the case involving the investigation and submis-

sion of his treasonable books. This one, the Wen wai, was inherited

from my father. I have no idea why it was kept and not handed

over to be destroyed long ago. I had only a rough notion of what

it was about, but certainly did not comprehend its meaning. This

year, on the 16th day of the 9th moon [Oct. 20, 1774], Chien Sheng,

the maternal uncle of one of my students, Lin Ya-pi, came to my
school to spend a leisure hour. During our chat he said to me,

" 'At the present time I have been told by our magistrate to look

for the books of Ch'ii Ta-chiin. Are there any in your home?'

'T replied, 'We have the JVen zvai in three volumes.'

"Whereupon he wanted to take it. I knew that he was on the

stafif of the yamen, and thought that since he had come to ask for

this book there must be some use for it. But I feared that he would

be off with it leaving nothing in return ; so I asked him for three

round milled edged silver pieces in exchange. Chien Sheng went for

the money and in the end I gave him the three volumes. How was

I to suspect that the two magistrates would take me into custody to

be questioned? They stated that part of the book was missing, and

made me responsible for producing the complete work. I had pre-

viously visited the home of my elder clan brother, Ch'ii Chao-se,

and had seen a copy there ; so I told them this. They forthwith led

me in bonds to the home of Chao-se to take delivery.

"As to that three-volume book and why it was incomplete—

I

had never turned its pages, and truly did not on purpose tear or

lose any of them. Had I. understood the purport of the book and

realized it contained traitorous language, I would certainly not have

let it remain till now, nor dared to inform outsiders that I had it

and was willing to sell it. Would I thus make known my own
wrong doing?"

The testimony of Ch'ii Chao-se

:

"I am a native of P'an-yii hsien, at present aged seventy sni

[69 years], and live at Ssu-hsien ts'un, a village situated over fifty

li from the district city. Since childhood I have been a farmer and

cannot read. I belong to a collateral branch of the clan of which

Ch'ii Ta-chiin was a member. That four-volume work has been

in our home a long while. ]\Ty younger clan brother Ch'ii Nien-chen
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THE EMPEROR CH'IEN LUNG

often comes to our house. On the 17th day of the 9th moon [Oct.

21] he arrived with the magistrate to investigate, and said that the

Wen ivai, or whatever you call it, by Ch'ii Ta-chiin, is a rebellious

and prohibited book. The district magistrate ordered your humble

servant to hand it over. I got our family's copy and gave it to him

to see. He took it and went off with it. Formerly, in the eighth

year of Yung-cheng, at the time of the case in which the family of

Ch'ii Ta-chiin was accused of treason, my father was alive. Why
this book was not given up then I truly do not know, but I declare

that I have not wittingly kept it hidden."
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V

An imperial edict, addressed through the Grand Council to Kao-

chin, governor-general of Kiangsu, Kiangsi, and Anhui, and others

:

Li Shih-yao and his associate have memorialized me on their

inquiry into seditious books by Ch'ii Ta-chiin. They have labelled

and sent up some to be destroyed and made a recommendation on

how to dispose of Ch'ii Nien-chen and others who have kept these

books in concealment. I intend to forgive Ch'ii Nien-chen and Ch'it

Chao-se, but shall suppress the books.

Again publish it abroad that I order the high provincial officials

to bend their energies in this direction. In my former edict I ordered

the various governors-general and governors to make known my de-

cree: if private owners will hand over their treasonable books at an

early date, I shall pardon them.

Now, in the main, these slanderous writings are found in the two

provinces, Kiangsu and Chekiang, but Kiangsi, Fukien, Kuangtung,

Kuangsi, Hunan, and Hupeh also perchance are not to be forgotten.

Therefore, I have sent an edict to the respective governors-general

and governors by name to have a care and conduct this inquisition.

But Kao-chin, Sa-tsai, and San-pao have reported back saying that

they have not discovered any books that are treasonable.

Now Li Shih-yao and his associate have discovered in Kuang-

tung the works of Ch'ii Ta-chiin. It is improper, therefore, for

Kiangsu and Chekiang and the other provinces to return word that

no censorable works dating from the end of the Ming and the be-

ginning of the Ch'ing exist. Cannot Kao-chin and the rest administer

their affairs with as much real zeal as Li Shih-yao and his associ-

ate? Or is it that the book-owning families of Kiangsu and Che-

kiang were not well able to understand my purpose?

Let a decree, therefore, be transmitted to all governors-general

and governors, that they should once more make this known in all

clarity : if at present the books are delivered in haste, it will not yet

be too late ; only the books that ought not to be preserved will be

destroyed : heterodox language, too, will be checked, in order to cor-

rect the hearts of men and make straight their ways. How can

these officers merely look on while even a few volumes are saved

to be handed down to the next in descent? But if again the people

fail to give up their treasonable books, and later this fact comes to

light, then they are guilty of concealment, and we shall grant no
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pardon. Moreover, the said high provincial officials will be held re-

sponsible.

I avail myself of the opportunity given by the case reported to

the throne [by Kuangtung] to hand down this edict. As before let

the officers handle this matter with care, and report back according

to the facts. Respect this

!

The 9th dav, 11th moon, of the 39th vear of Ch'ien-lung [Dec.

11, 1774].

VI

Memorial of the Grand Council:

We have obeyed the order to investigate the several books of

poems and prose by Ch'ii Ta-chiin. Such antagonistic words and

sentences as occur have already been gone over and each page proper-

ly and clearly marked by the viceroy. Now we ourselves have ex-

amined them, and have attached labels to each passage that is truly

seditious. They are herewith presented for your inspection.

Presented to the emperor the 11th moon of the 39th year of

Ch'ien-lung.

VII

A second imperial edict (of the same date as V) :

Already there have been transferred to the capital ten thousand

books, inherited from former generations, and purchased from

bookshops of the provinces. But these contain no trace of anything

objectionable. Perhaps the families which collect books feared that

penalties would be meted out, and consequently did not srbniit any

volumes. For this reason I charge the governors-general and gover-

nor to explain this edict most clearly to the public :—if certain peo-

ple have volumes which should not be kept they should hand them

over ; in which instance no guilt will be attached to them.

At the present time Li Shih-yao and others have drawn attention

to a number of books by the rebel Ch'ti Ta-chiin, have sent them up

duly labelled, and have recommended after due deliberation the de-

capitation of the two members of a later generation of the clan of

Ch'ii Ta-chiin: Chii Nien-chen and Ch'ii Chao-se, who have se-

cretly been concealing his writings, etc. The poems and essays of

Ch'ii Ta-chun are seditious ; long ago and many times since have I

ordered them proscribed, and forbade people privily to keep them.

Rut, as I have often proclaimed, all these rebellious words were the
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bigoted views of former writers and have no relation to our times.

In case the books contain language that is antidynastic, then the

woodblocks and printed sheets must both be put to the flames. Heter-

odox opinions must be quashed that later generations may not be

influenced. My method, however, is only to burn the books ; not

to be harsh to men. I transact affairs in the most correct and en-

lightened way ; therefore, when I inquire after the writings be-

queathed from the past, I cannot find fault with those who have

treasured and stored them away. The seditious poetry and prose of

Ch'ii Ta-chiin found in Kuangtung must be destroyed, but there is

no need to find fault with the two descendents who have been dis-

covered in possession of them.

Let the various governors-general and governors know, more-

over, that they must make sure that the people understand my de-

cree: that if at the present time in any province there is anyone har-

boring rebellious books dating from the end of the Ming or the be-

ginning of the Ch'ing it is his duty at the earliest moment to hand

them over ; no questions will be asked and no charge brought against

him for having clandestinely hidden them away before. Now Ch'ii

Nien-chen and Ch'ii Chao-se were apprehended by offic'als, yet shall

I not consider them guilty. How much more then, if people of their

own accord submit books, will I hold them blameless. In case, how-

ever, after knowing my decree, any of them do not deliver said

volumes, then it will be because thev purposely desire to hold

false and perverse writings. Hereafter, therefore, should this fact

come to light from other sources, we cannot regard their fault lightly.

My sincerity and justice is profoundly known to all within the

seas. Let all look up and comprehend my purpose, and soon come

to their senses. Repent not too late. Let the wdiole country be in-

formed of this edict. Respect this!

vni
A special edict addressed to Kao-chin

:

... .1 have noticed in the works of Ch'ii Ta-chun a reference

to his burial of clothes and cap at Yii Hua T'ai. How can we let

this filthy rebellious memento remain undisturbed? I send this

especial command to Kao-chin : locate the spot ; unearth and burn

the things immediately : do not permit a trace of the rebel to remain

any longer. This order goes secretly by the four hundred /;' a day

post. The moment you have carried out instructions, write me in

detail how you have performed thetu.
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Written the day itvei, 11th moon, of the 39th year of Ch'ien-

lung [Dec. 12, 1774].

IX

Kao-chin's memorial in reply

:

I write to inform your imperial majesty of the receipt of your

edict while at Yen-yii [Kiangsu?], whither I had gone to super-

vise certain construction works. I had crossed the Huang [the Yel-

low River] and gone to P'an-chia-t'un to oversee the clearing of the

[Grand?] canal. It was there that the despatch containing the im-

perial edict .... reached me, recounting the discovery by Li Shih-

yao and his associate of the rebellious writings of Ch'ii Ta-chiin. . . .

And now comes the very private missive, which I have hastened to

open and put away in a secret file.

I have ascertained that the Yii Hua T'ai is at Nanking, not a

great distance outside the Chii Pao Gate. The place where the

clothes and cap of Ch'ii Ta-chiin lie buried should be easy to locate

by inquiry. These stinking effects left by the traitor must be un-

earthed in all haste and destroyed, and his stone monument smashed

to bits, so that no trace of him may longer remain.

I am now sending private word to the lieutenant-governor at

Nanking, Min Ao-yiin, to go himself to Yii Hua T'ai, find the spot,

identify the monument, place a seal on it, and set a guard. The fact

remains, however, that these garments and cap were buried a long

time ago. It will be necessary for me to go myself and make sure

of the evidence that the spot truly is the place of burial. I shall

make the examination as soon as there is an end to the task here at

P'an-chia-t'un, and after I have returned to the provincial capital.

When sure there is no mistake we shall dig for the efifects and de-

stroy every shred of them by fire. This done, I shall indite a

memorial, giving your majesty an exact account.

In reference to the literature by the miscreant found at the dwel-

lings of Ch'ii Nien-chen and others,—I am struck by your clemen-

cy towards those guilty of concealment. .. .etc.

Checked by the vermilion pencil, "Noted." The 29th day, 11th

moon, of the 39th year of Ch'ien-lung [Dec. 31, 1774].

X
The second memorial of Kao-chin

:

. . . .Last winter, while at the construction works at P'an-chia-

t'un, I received your edict to investigate the matter of the burial of
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the clothes and cap at Yii Htia T'ai, mentioned in the writings of

Ch'ii Ta-chiin. .. .During the twelfth moon I returned to Nanking
and heard there the report of Min Ao-yiin. He first delegated a

trustworthy educational official to make an inquiry in the neighbor-

hood as though he were in the market for monuments. Min told him
to gather the gentry well informed as to ancient lore about him,

ask about Buddhist and Taoist shrines in the region round about

the Yu Hua T'ai, and added that he must be discreet. Min also went

himself to the place and examined it from top to bottom, front and

back, and all about. He had the inscribed monuments by every

mound, including those which were prone, scrubbed clean, in order to

see and distinguish between them. But not a single stone marked the

resting place of the apparel and hat of Ch'ii Ta-chiin.

Fearing that Min's examination might not have been complete I

got together all the officials in the city: circuit, prefectural, and dis-

trict, and personally went out with them to the spot. We ascer-

tained that the Yu Hua T'ai is to the southwest of one ridge, and the

Mu Mo T'ing is to the southeast of another, and that the two ridges

are half a H apart. In the middle of the hollow is a road, by which

are many dwellings. On the flanks of the hills are several Buddhist

and Taoist temples, concealed about which there may be a number

of ancient grave mounds. I questioned both priests and monks in

great detail. They replied,

"We have never heard of a monument over a grave of clothes

and cap. Both the Yii Hua T'ai and Mu Mo T'ing are well known.

On the hillsides are not only temples, but also wine shops and tea

houses for visitors out on a ramble. Had this burial actually oc-

curred, there is no possibility that it would have escaped notice and

failed to come eventually to our attention. Why should we wish

to keep the knowledge of it from you, and incriminate ourselves?"

I scrambled over the terraces of both ridges and at their foot,

scrupulously searching everywhere ; but no such stone was to be

found. Each monument had already been marked with whitewash

by Min. We looked at every character, but not one referred to the

burial place of Ch'ii's clothes and cap.

It is my opinion that this rebel Ch'ii Ta-chiin, most criminal of

all men, while alive, was artfully mercurial : first a scholar, next in

a twinkling a priest, or a monk, and then a layman again. He was

inscrutable. Long after his death his corpse was unearthed by the

Kuangtung authorities and dismembered. Moreover, at the places
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through which the rebel passed, he had the hardihood to make at

each a cunning burrow in order to provide a place for his wander-

ing ghost of the future. Truly he w^as bereft of heaven's morals,

hated by man and spirit.

Since the time this burial mound was made, over a century has

elapsed, and no trace remains. Possibly it has been destroyed by

lightning, and its roots obliterated ; possibly the dogs and pigs have

run over it, destroying even the ashes. Possibly even, this wily wretch

penned a fib. At all events there now remains no certain evidence.

That Ch'ii Ta-chiin used to come to Nanking is true, but as priest

to which temple is unknown. The years since are many, and all

records gone.

Two further actions I have taken. First, I have written to ask

Teh-pao to make Chii Nien-chen and other kinsmen give what in-

formation they can ; second, I have appointed another trusted of-

ficer to go over the same ground once more in the attempt to get

fresh evidence. If the clothes are unearthed, they will be destroyed,

and I shall report on it ... .

Received the 30th day of the 1st moon, 40th year of Ch'ien-lung

[March 1, 1775]. Checked by the vermilion pencil: "Since the gar-

ments do not exist, let it go. It is enough."

XI

Memorial of Teh-pao

:

. . . .On the 7th day of the 2nd moon of this year [March 8,

1775], I received a letter from the governor-general Kao-chin, tellin*?

me of your majesty's command, following your discovery in Ch'ii Ta-

chiin's writings of a statement respecting the burial of his clothes

and cap at Yii Hua T'ai, and his unsuccessful search for the same.

Kao-chin related that Ch'ii had formerly come to a certain temple in

Nanking as priest, but the years since we^e ma'^iv, and the facts

could not be determined. He wonriers if possibly members of later

generations might not carry &e r(x^orection, a"d asks me to clear

it up in Kuangtung.

Asa consequence T ha\e d'^M:)rted the prefect of Canton, together

with the two magistrates of Nan-hai and P'an-yii, to hail in Ch'ii

Nien-chen and the ro<^t. to find o'-t ^^hethpr amon??^ the own sons

and grandsons of Cl-''ii Ta-chihi or the members of the clan there

were any who from l)^•frone years had any knowledge of this

question, or were able to read and write, and to bring them all to

court. T and my officials have examined these people one by one.
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The grandsons of Chii Ta-chiin, (Ti'ii Tse-k'uei and Ch'ii Tsung-

ch'ang, both asseverated that at the time of his death neither was

grown up. Later they were banislied to T-'ukien. Tn the second year

of Ch"icn-hmg [1737] they were permitted to return. They assured

us that they were ignorant of the temple in Nanking which their

grandfather had entered as priest. They did know, however, his

burial place. It is in P'an-yii-hsien, in the environs of Se-hsien-ts'un.

Years ago it was planned to mutilate the corpse. Thanks to the

clemency of the emperor Yung-cheng, this was avoided, and since

then it has not been dug up and destroyed.

In the cross-examination of Ch'ii Nien-chen. Ch'it Chao-se, the

elderly member of the clan Ch'ii Hsi-p'eng, the village headman

Ch'ii Hsien-hsiu, and the student of the Imperial Academy Ch'ii

Yung-t'ai, all were found to agree with these statements. So the

question at which Buddhist temple in Nanking during his lifetime

Ch'ii Ta-chiin entered the priesthood, and whether or not the burial

of clothes and cap actually took place, it is now impossible to deter-

mine because of the long stretch of one hundred years that separates

us from these events. I have informed the governor-general, Kao-

chin, of this evidence, and must leave it to him to make still another

investigation in the region of the Yii Hua T'ai.

For my part, I have looked back in the records to the original

case wherein Ch'ii Ming-hung surrendered himself to justice in the

ninth year of Yung-cheng [1731], and acknowledged that his father

Ch'ii Ta-chiin had been guilty of publishing seditious books. The
Board adjudged that according to the law for high treason the

corpse of said traitor, already long dead, should be dismembered

and exposed to the public gaze. The empero'' in his m'"rc\'. however.

recurred to those passages in the law about abating punishment for

cases of self-surrender. Since the son of Oi'ii Ta-chiin had himself

made accusation against his father's rebelliors books—an action very

different from that of wickedly obdurate and irreclaimable men

—

the emperor raised the question of according a more liberal and

generous judgment, and asked the opinion of the Nine Ministries.

Whereupon the Board of Punishments in conjunction with the Nine

Ministries looked into the law on cases of self-surrender of crim-

inals, and retracted that part of the judgment requiring the clismem-

berment and exposure of the corpse of Ch'ii Ta-chiin. They like-

wise lessened the punishment for sons and grandsons which re-

quires decapitation, and the punishment for near of kin which re-
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quires enslavement, according to the law for abatement of penalties.

The emperor concurred in this judgment and said, "Let it be so."

Such is the record.

My next move was to delegate the judicial commissioner, Ch'en

Yung-fu, and the magistrate of P'an-yii-hsien, Chang T'ien-chih, to

proceed to Se-hsien-ts'un and there make inquiry. After their re-

turn they made the following statement

:

"We commanded Ch'ii Tzu-k'uei and his fellows to point out

said traitor's tomb. He lies buried just below the burial place of

his father, Ch'ii I-yii. We then and there marked the spot with

lime, put our seal upon it, told the local headman to watch over it,

and returned to render our report."

In my humble opinion, Ch'ii Ta-chiin wrote traitorous books,

acted insanely, and committed a crime most heinous, inexcusable

before heaven and earth. Since he lived over a hundred years ago,

his shadow has disappeared and his bones have rotted away. But

surely it would not be appropriate to leave still remaining beneath

the light of heaven one horrid memento of him standing upright:

his tumulus, which his descendants protect, bow to, and sweep at

appropriate seasons every year. I recommend that you decree that

this be dug up and destroyed, and his remains cut to pieces, in or-

der to satisfy the hearts of men that their country's laws have been

fulfilled....

Received the 29th day, 3rd moon, 40th year of Ch'ien-lung [April

28, 1775]. Checked by the vermilion pencil, "It is not necessary."



RAMMOHUN ROY—FATHER OF NEW INDIA
BY CHARLES S. BRADEN, PH.D.

WE are hearing a great deal today about the New India. One
who knows only the old, dreamy, mystic India of other days

needs read only a little concerning what is taking place in that land

today to covince himself that there is indeed a New India. Whence
came the N'ew India f When did it begin to be Nezv?

This past year in scores of cities throughout India there have

been held elaborate celebrations of the one hundredth anniversary of

the death of the man who is almost universally acclaimed as the

Father of New India. I refer to Raja Rammohun Roy, scholar, seer,

editor, politician, educator, reformer, writer, ambassador, religious

genius. It is natural perhaps that at such a time some extravagant

claims should be made by his admirers, but most of the statements

herein quoted were not remarks thrown off in the heat of impas-

sioned public utterance but written deliberately and published. For

instance C. F. Andrews, himself a religious figure of no mean pro-

portions, declares

:

A long and careful study of world history has convinced
me that Raja Rammohun Roy was by far the greatest re-

ligious genius of the nineteenth century. . . .Even today after

a hundred years w^e are only slowly and hesitatingly working
out the supremelv vital principles for which he had lived and
died.i

Mr. P. C. Roy. president of the Academy of Bengali literature says

of him

:

It was Rammohun Roy who pointed out in the midst of

his pitch dark and obscure surroundings w^ith the accuracv of
a mariner's compass the route to a New India, an India free

from the thraldom of unreason, great in the sphere of thought
and action, great among the nations of the world. A man of
transcendent genius, his writings form a permanent part of
the intellectual heritage of Modern India.

2

D. N. Bannerjea, writing of India's Nation Builders rates him
first among the other great Builders. He says

:

-^Modern Reviczv, Vol. 54, Nov. 1933, pp. 5, 14-15.

2Roy, P. C. In an announcement of publication of Complete Works of
Rammohun Roy, Dec. 1933.
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Beyond dispute, the hero of the present sketch stands

head and shoulders above his contemporaries and even many
of his successors, as the premier Nation-builder of India. His
great towering personality stands in solitary, majestic out-

line, dwarfing by its contrast, even greater men of a later day.

For in passing judgments on the achievements of the Raja
we must remember the obstacles he had to encounter ; the

organized forces of conservatism and decadence against wdiich

he had to stand up and fight, and the difficult times during

which he flourished. And never did man fight more valiantly,

or was more obedient to the heavenly vision.-"

The greatest living Indian writer, Rabindranath Tagore, presiding

at a celebration in his honor in the Senate Hall of Calcutta Uni-

versity paid him the followig tribute

:

Rammohun inaugurated the modern age in India ... In the

dark gloom of India's degeneration Rammohun Roy rose up,

a luminous star in the firmament of India's history, with pro-

phetic purity of vision and unconquerable heroism of soul . . .

he rescued us from the penury of oblivion. . .He is the great

pathmaker of the century who has removed ponderous ob-

stacles that impeded our progress at every step and initiated

us into the present era of world-wide cooperation of humanity.

Rammohun was the only person in his time in the whole

world of man to realize completely the significance of the

modern age. He knew that the ideal of human civilization

does not lie in the isolation of independence, but in the

brotherhood of interdependence of individuals as well as of

nations in all spheres of thought and activity.*^

And finally one of his English biographers says of him:

Rammohun stands in history as the living bridge over

which India marches from her unmeasured past to her incal-

culable future. He was the arch which spanned the gulf that

yawned between ancient caste and modern humanity, between

superstition and science, between despotism and democracy,

between immobile custom and a conservative progress, be-

tween a bewildering polytheism and a pure, if vague. Theism,

He was the mediator of his people, harmonizing in his own
person, often by means of his own solitary sufl:'erings, the

conflicting tendencies of immemorial tradition and of inevita-

ble enlightenment.
•''

This is high praise. What indeed did Rammohun Roy do to de-

serve such encomiums? Time will permit only brief mention of the

•'• Bannerjea, D. N. India's Nation Builders Chapt. IT p. 42.

4 Address by Rabindranath Tagore in the Senate House, Calcutta Uni-
versity, Navavidhon, Nov. 1933, p. 4.

^Collet, S. D., Life and Letters of Rammohun Roy p. 155.
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outstanding contributions in each of the many fields in which he was

interested.

It was probably in the field of religion where he did his greatest

work. Had he done nothing for India beyond founding the Urahma-

Samaj he would have earned a secure place in history, but that after

all was only the tangible institutional expression of his reforming

spirit in the realm of religion. That new s])irit has been caught up

and embodied in a hundred other forms. Three things in particular

mark Rammohun Roy oft' from his contemporaries in this area of

life. First, his strong reaction to the ]iolytheistic, idolatrous wor-

ship of the day. Second, his emphatic avowal of an ethical mono-

theism. Third, his warm acceptance of the Christian gospels and

of Jesus in the Unitarian sense.

This is, of course, syncretism, and in the fact of syncretism in

India one finds nothing new. Hinduism is itself a vast syncretic faith

wrought out of very diverse elements which from time to time have

been incorporated into it. Kabir and Nanak represent the blending

of Hinduism and Islam. Rammohun Roy comes on the scene when

Christianity, in its Protestant form at least, is beginning its vigor-

ous drive for the conversion of India. He represents, therefore, the

first definite tangible blending of Christianity with Hinduism. Not

that he got all his new ideas from Christianity. As a matter of fact

his education included the learning of Arabic and part of his read-

ing was from the Koran. His monotheism, therefore, may well have

derived from that source, but his later acquaintance with the gos-

pels and with Jesus was undoubtedly the most compelling influence

upon his religious thought. He did not become a Christian, although

the Unitarians had great hopes that he would do so. He did, how-

ever, support the Unitarian mission in its Indian work, both finan-

cially and by his pen and voice, and his concept of Jesus was cer-

tainly close to the I'nitarian. Rut he also attended freely the wor-

ship services of Trinitarian groups and gave powerful aid particu-

larly to the educational work of the early Scotch missionaries. But

to the end of his life he remained a Hindu and found in the ancient

sacred writings warrant for his views. He did not a little to stimu-

late a new study of the scriptures by his translation of portions of

them into the vernacular, Bengali, and into English.

He was an earnest seeker after truth and sought it in many di-

rections. He has been called by some the father of the science of com-

parative religion. Whether this is warranted, and T am unable to
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agree that it is, he did apply himself to the study of the Koran, the

Old Testament, and New Testament as well as the Hindu Scrip-

tures, each in the original, but his was not the objective scientific

approach of the student of comparative religion. He was in search

of religious truth. It gave him a firm basis for his deepening con-

viction as to the Divine Unity and the Unity of Mankind. Who of

his century glimpsed this more surely than he, and who by pen and

voice did more to give currency to these ideas? Sir Rabindranath

Tagore is hailed universally as expressing the soul of New India.

It is worth while noting that Tagore stands in the direct tradition

of Rammohun Roy for he is himself the most illustrious member

of the Brahma-Samaj, the grandson of the Dwarkanath Tagore,

who was closely associated with Rammohun Roy in the founding

of that Society, and son of Devendra Nath Tagore the most out-

standing leader of the Samaj in the years following the death of

the founder.

In the field of education also Rammohun Roy was influential,

and not the least of the factors making for the New India was edu-

cation. It will be recalled that up to the beginning of the nineteenth

Century the English, represented by the East India Company had

concerned itself hardly at all with other than commercial interests

in India. There began to emerge, however, a sense that something

more was owing to the Indian people and a certain sum was appro-

priated for education. Of what sort should the education be? To
the credit of the English at first at any rate they decided that it

should be a truly Indian education in the ancient literature and

thought of India, a true Sanskrit College. But just here Rammohun
Roy took issue with them. "The Sanskrit system of Education would

be the best calculated to keep this country in darkness," he declared.®

What India needed was an acquaintance not alone with her own lore

(Rammohun Roy never denied that this was good; indeed, he did

much to stimulate study of it by founding a Vedanta College in

1826) but with the new knowledge of the west, the science, the phi-

losophy, and history of the vigorous western world. Thus, in part

through Rammohun Roy's influence began the penetration of western

ideas into Indian education. The New India is in a real sense a

logical outgrowth of this process. We have already noted the aid he

lent to Alexander Dufif in the establishment of his great educational

work in India. To be sure the New India now feels that education

fiColIct. op. cit. p. 72.
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has been altogether too western and that it has had the effect of de-

nationalizing her youth. It is, nevertheless, worth noting that the

leaders in the swing-back to a more truly national education are

themselves for the most i)art the products of the educational system

which they now condemn.

If the emergence of a strong national press had any effect in

promoting the rise of the New India, then again Rammohun Roy
qualifies as the Father of New India for he is credited with being

the founder of native journalism in India. In 1821, he founded the

Sanibad Kamnudi or "The Moon of Intelligence." Later when the

English Governor-General ordered the suppression of a certain paper

it was Rammohun Roy who wrote the vigorous protest against the

order, a document which has frequently been characterized as the

Areopagitica of India. When the Governor-General ignored the

memorial and upheld the Press Ordinances, Rammohun Roy and

his associates appealed to the King in Council. "In a language and

style forever associated with the glorious vindication of liberty, it

invokes against the arbitrary exercise of British power the princi-

ples and traditions which are distinctive of British history," writes

Collet." But it was without avail for the Privy Council upheld the

Ordinance. In thus daring to oppose the dictates of the foreign

government, he stands first in the long line of those who have set

themselves against the arbitrary control of Indian life by England.

Can it be said in any true sense that Rammohun Roy was the

Father of the New Nationalism of India? There are those who
claim that it can, but beyond the expression of a spirit it can hardly

be affirmed that he was. But perhaps just that spirit of freedom

which was so characteristic of Rammohun Roy is the basis of the

New Nationalism. On one occasion he wrote "I want to be free,

or I don't want to be at all." "That," writes an admirer, one who has

for years championed India's freedom, "was a clarion note which

meant nothing less than the political as well as the spiritual rebirth

of his country. The spirit of that note has spread until today all

India is feeling the mighty thrill of it."^

Probably Rammohun Roy is best known popularly for his con-

tribution to the emancipation of Indian womanhood, and certainly

no feature of the New India is more marked than the rapidity with

w^hich Indian w^omen are emerging from their enforced seclusion into

"Collet, op. cit. p. 69.

8J. T. Sunderland, Modern Review Vol. 54. p. 391.
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the active intellectual, political and social life of the nation. The

most notable of his contributions was toward the abolition of sati

or widow burning, perhaps just because it was the most terrible of

the evils that existed. Impelled at first to fight it from having him-

self seen a sister-in-law literally forced against her will to mount

her husband's funeral pyre and held in the flames until her life was

extinguished, he was not the first to condemn it, but his was the

most influential opposition. He wrote vigorously denouncing it.

He showed conclusively that there was nothing in the sacred scrip-

tures to warrant such a practice. This resort to their own writings

for material to combat the orthodox who condemned him as an op-

ponent of the faith was characteristic of the man. There were many
things in the Vedas and other scriptures that Rammohun Roy on

other occasions criticized and fought, but he was keen enough strate-

gist to know that the most efifective arguments against orthodox,

practices would be from scriptures. The authority of the Vedas

so well recognized among the peoples would, if found opposed to a

given practice, do more to undermine that practice than anything

else he might bring against it. It was his desire to let the people

see what the Vedas really taught that led him to translate portions of

them into the venacular.

It was the British Governor, Lord Bentnick. who finally abolished

legally the practice of sati, interestingly enough over the protest

of Roy who though convinced of the iniquity of the practice did not

believe that governmental suppression was the best way to deal with

it, but that the government at last came to the point of prohibiting

it was in no small degree due to the vigorous attacks Rammohun
Roy made upon it. A modern Indian contemplating the orthodox

resistance to such reforms as the prohibition of child-marriage and

temple prostitution cried, "Thank God that Rammohun Roy lifted

a torch which young India is determined to keep alight. If left to

the mercies of orthodoxy India would soon slip back into her mix-

ture of culture and brutality, mysticism and cruelty, where human
lives would count less than those of animals."^

Apparently forgetful of the fact that Roy opposed governmental

action to prevent sati, this same writer goes on to declare

:

If young India today wants self-government it is that it

may deal with the orthodox in the proper way. Such ordinary
legislation as the raising of the age of marriage for girls,

f>Shoran S. Singha, "Father and Founder of Modern India," Canton.
Rev., Vol. 144, p. 442.
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should not be held up by a foreign power out of the defer-

ence to the opinion of the orthodox. That human beinj^s cre-

ated by Ciod in His own inia^e shmild be ])re\enle(l from
using wells, or roads or schools because the orthodox o])-

pose it, should not be tolerated by the State. Rammohun Roy
proved that a bold action in the name of justice and humanity
would be supported by enlightened opinion, and that 0])inion

today is a thousand times stronger than in the days of Bent-
nick. This should be a clear challenge to the administrations

of 1933 to sweep aside the man-made barriers which are im-
prisoning the body and soul of India. i"

The statement at least tends to link Rammohun Roy up with Xew
India of which this is a typical expression.

But while his most vigorous efifort was dedicated to the de-

struction of sati, he, although himself married in his youth to two

wives, wrote cogently against polygamy and advocated widow re-

marriage, to the very great distress of the orthodox. The Brahma-

Samaj which he founded has continued through the years, the im-

placable foe of these and other disabilities under which Indian

womanhood found and still finds itself where orthodox Hinduism

controls. No wonder that the leading women of India met to do

him honor in the Centenary Celebration in Calcutta University.

To this already imposing list of contributions to the beginnings

of New India it may be added that he is regarded as the Father of

Bengali literature, Collet says of him

:

Bengali owes much to Rammohun. It was his writings

chiefly which raised it into a literary language. As by Wyclif
in England and Luther in Germany, so also by Rammohun in

Bengali the despised dialect of the common people was made
the vehicle of the highest ideas and became thereby perma-
nently elevated. Reformation in religion has often proved
ennoblement in language. ^^

He was likewise the first Brahmin to cross the ocean, thus start-

ing a steady stream of visitors from India to England and the rest

of the world. The things these travellers saw and heard in foreign

lands and returned to repeat constituted one more of the important

factors making for the birth of the New India.

The closing years of his life he spent in England, the official

representative of the Emperor of Delhi, on whose behalf he came.

But he was more than an ambassador of the decaying court of the

iOTbid.,.p. 442-443.

llCollet. S. D. Life and Letters of Rammohun Ro\- p. 75.
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Moguls, he was unofificial ambassador of the Orient to the Occi-

dent, interpreting East to West and by his letters and writing, for

he died and was buried in England, interpretingWest to East—thus

contributing to the interpenetration of culture and ideas out of which

the Xew India was born.

As in the case of most great figures, particularly of religious

leaders or reformers, the biographers of Rammohun Roy tend to

idealize him, and to invest some quite ordinary events with deep sig-

nificance. As in the case of many such figures in the West, the life

of Rammohun Roy is now being investigated objectively and new

sources apparently not before tapped are being brought into use.

Mr. Brajendra Nath Banerji has contributed a number of arti-

cles to leading Indian magazines in recent years based on the exam-

ination of old court records and other sources not used by earlier

biographers.

The investigations of Mr. Banerji result according to the author

in the modification of a number of stories about him. First, there

is some question about his wide travels within or outside of India

and his prolonged sojourns in centers of Islamic, Hindu, or Bud-

dhist learning.!- Second, the story of his disinheritance on account

of his religious beliefs is seen to be untenable. "As we have already

seen Rammohun did receive his share of the paternal property and

there was no discrimination against him on any ground whatever."^^

Third, he finds no proof that father and son were alienated during

the father's life time. "Though of course Rammohun did not help

his father with money in his distress. "i'* Fourth, the author thinks

he has shown that excessive stress has been laid on the religious as-

pect of his career. The new information he says, "shows Rammohun
in another aspect of his life which is not perhaps less important for

a correct understanding of his personality. What his biographers

totally fail to perceive was that religion, or rather intellectual and

dialectic preoccupation with dogma, was only a part of Rammohun's

being and that he had other matters (including his own worldly

advancement) no less near to his heart. This distortion of perspec-

tive the new material helps to correct."!^

If such enforced rectifications of the life story of Rammohun
Roy do indeed rob his admirers of some of the more or less senti-

l2Calcutta Review, Vol. 49, page 254.

l-'^Ibid, page 255.

I41bid. page 256.

isibid.
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mental myths that had grown uj) about him, nothing that has ap-

peared or is likely to appear can obscure the true figure of Rammo-
hun Roy or rob him of his })lace as a forerunner of the New India

that is still struggling to be born. The cherry tree story is not vital

to the life of George Washington, however much it may be valued

sentimentally.

The celebration of the Centenary has evoked widespread response

in India. As planned it was to include a numl)cr of meetings of va-

rious kinds : A conference of religions in honor of his contributions

to comparative religions ; a woman's meeting honoring him for his

service to womanhood ; a literary conference in honor of his con-

tribution to Bengali literature ; as well as temporary exhibits of ma-

terials relating to Rammohun Roy such as letters, portraits, editions

of his books, etc.

Of more lasting importance were the plans for a new Centenary

Edition of his works including not only those which have appeared

but several new documents which have not yet been published. Al-

ready announcements of the edition, published on a subscription

basis have been circidated. It is to embrace both his English and

other language publications. Further, a Rammohun Roy Anthology

is promised as well as a commemorative volume of tributes paid him

by both East and West.

In addition, plans have been inaugurated looking toward a panel

for him on the Reformer's Monument in Geneva, and of still greater

importance a living monument in the form of an endowed memorial

chair of Comparative Religions either in Calcutta University or by

rotation in other Indian Universities. Surely no monument could

be more fitting for the man who did pioneer w^ork in the study of so

many different faiths.

Whether all these plans will be carried out in this time of great

financial depression may well be doubted. May I suggest that Ameri-

can scholars interested in the Orient at least can help toward the

publication of his works by seeing to it that their university li-

braries are subscribers to the proposed Centenary Editions. But the

ambitious character of the plans does serve as something of a meas-

ure of the importance which the leaders of the present-day New India

attach to him whom they unite in considering as the true Father of

that New India.



THE TYPES OF RELIGION
BY HOMER H. DUBS, PH.D.

THE PURPOSE of this essay is to present a classification of

religions based on a study of the historic religions and to in-

dicate the characteristics of each type. It has been widely held that

religions cannot be classified ; our thesis is that the difficulties in

the classification of religions are due to the sort of classification at-

tempted. That there are no mutually exclusive classes of religions

we admit ; what we propose to do is to suggest certain fundamental

conceptions that mark off types rather than classes of religions,

while at the same time indicating that historic religions usually be-

long to more than one type. An analogy may clarify our concep-

tioji of "types." The various concepts and figures dealt with in

geometry, the straight line, the circle, triangle, square, etc., are no-

where found exactly in nature ; yet the figures actually found in na-

ture partake more or less of these geometrical figures. For instance,

a cubical box with rounded corners (what box does not have its

corners more or less rounded?) partakes of the figures of both a

cube and a sphere, although it shows more of the characteristics of

one than another. So understood, such geometrical figures are exam-

ples of what we mean by "types," by which we mean groups of char-

acteristics that usually come together, but do not necessarily exclude

other types. It is our thesis that there are only five fundamental

types of religion. We shall herein attempt to state the characteristics

of each type, and to derive each type and its characteristics from a

single conception. According to the stage of culture, there are primi-

tive, national, and advanced religions ; advanced religions are fur-

thermore of three types : deontological, soteriological, and philo-

sophic. All historic religions can be classified as one or a combin-

ation of two or more of these five types. All the important features

of each religion will furthermore be found to be derived from one

or more of these five types.

P)efore we classify religions, we must define our subject-matter.

\ study of comparative religion shows that most of the historic defi-

nitions of religion are faulty. For example: religion is not primar-

ily a set of beliefs—primitive religion lays no stress upon belief ; al-

ternative myths about the same being or event, such as the alterna-
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tive myths of creation in I'olynesian religion, show that behef is

free in primitive religion, only practice is im])ortant. Relif,non does

not necessarily include the conception of any deity or god—primi-

tive Buddhism was atheistic. Nor is religion necessarily a "force

that makes for righteousness" : in India it is taken for granted that

religion and ethics have nothing to do with each other. Religion is

furthermore not mere emotion (mysticism) or a feeling of depen-

dence : intellect is sometimes highly important. Stoicism appealed

chiefly to philosophers. The Stoic world-view was central, the

Stoic emotional attitude was a consequence. Against the conception

of religion as a purely social phenomenon we may put Whitehead's

definition of religion as what man docs in his solitariness. As a

definition of religion we suggest the following: Religion is the at-

titude that man takes to what he considers to be most important in

the universe. In this definition, the term, "attitude" is used with

the meaning given it in psychology, to include (1) tendencies to ac-

tion, (2) their causative factors, such as beliefs, desires, interests, at-

tention, etc., and (3) their consequences, such as actions, emotions,

feelings, perceptions.

In accordance with this definition of religion, we must include

as religions, not only the so-called ']:)Ositive' religions, but also many

of the philosophies, such as Stoicism, Epicureanism, Cynicism, Ve-

danta. Yoga, etc., whenever the fundamental feature of that philo-

sophy is a certain way of living or a certain tendency to action,

rather than merely a certain intellectual belief. Careful students

have recognized the religious nature of these {ihilosophies. Lucre-

tius himself calls Epicurus a "savior." Bolshevism, which is being

recognized today as jiossessing the trappings of a religion, is also

included by our definition as a religion, inasmuch as it makes the

bringing about of the Bolshevistic society the most important thing

in the universe. Our definition also accepts the popular view that.

to some people, the gathering of wealth is a religion. W'e shall show

that the characteristics of the various types of religion may be de-

duced from this conception.

PRIMITIVE REI.ir.IOX

The fundamental conception of primitive religion is that the pur-

pose of religion (i.e., the most important thing in the universe) is the

satisfying of man's immediate wants, such as food, clothing, shelter,
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property, protection from disease, foes, or other injurious beings, etc.

Primitive people find that the most important features of the uni-

verse are these immediate wants—there is no single "most" impor-

tant feature for primitive mentality. Primitive religion consequent-

ly attempts to achieve many of the same goals that today are ac-

complished for civilized man by science. Primitive religion is fur-

thermore not confined to primitive people ; even highly civilized

men are not always unified personalities ; in some moods they still

want the same immediate goods that primitive peoples concern them-

selves with ; they still seek to attain these goods in the same way

that primitive peoples use. Advanced peoples call such persisting

religious elements "superstition" or "magic" or "animism."

By the aid of our knowledge of primitive mentality, we can de-

duce from the foregoing fundamental conception of primitive re-

ligion the important characteristics of these religions. We shall

state these characteristics baldly and leave the reader to illustrate

them from his knowledge of primitive religions. (A) Men worship

the nearer and smaller powers or spirits. (1) Anything conceived

to have power may be worshipped, even tools or animals. (2) The

divinities worshipped are not necessarily very powerful, since the

needs to be satisfied by this sort of religion are not in themselves

of a sort to demand very great beings for their achievement. Primi-

tive religion has therefore no great gods. There is no single or cen-

tral object of worship. In primitive culture men's minds have not

yet reached the point at which one or a few needs or objects are all-

important. (3) The divinities are not incomprehensible or irre-

sistible ; man is often a match or more than a match for them. (4)

There is no distinction between the divine and the human ; human

beings may be quite as divine as any divinities. This follows from

the fact that, to primitive man, "divine" means fundamentally mere-

ly "powerful," and some human beings, e.g., the chief or the medi-

cine man, are obviously powerful. (5) Man may often control many
or all the divinities. (6) The divinities are treated as human beings

of that sort would be treated—they may be cajoled, beaten, eaten, or

even killed, as well as praised and exalted, paid gifts, or taxes, glori-

fied by ceremonies, or treated in any other sort of way that seems

to be successful in achieving the desired result.

(P>) In primitive religion, the divinities are not necessarily

moral, because man's wants are not all moral. Sometimes the divini-

ties are moral, sometimes they are not so. (1) The divinities are
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usually capricious, just as undeveloped human beings are capri-

cious. When a tribe develops greater and more unified personali-

ties among its members, and they become prominent in the tribe,

the next higher sort of religion appears, a national religion. (2)

Religion and morality are conjoined only spasmodically. There

are some ordeals that test moral acts, some fetishes that protect

moral laws, but there are quite as many non-moral or even anti-

moral ordeals and fetishes. Some tabus concern themselves with

moral acts; others with unmoral or immoral acts. (3) There is no

distinction between religion and "magic" in the stage of primitive

religion ; the two may be fundamentally the same in spirit. "Magic"

is only distinguished from religion, in the national or advanced

stage of religious development. The Arunta intichimna ceremonies

are thoroughly "magical" in their nature; yet they are just as much

a part of the Arunta religion as any other performance. "Magic"

is the term used to denominate the automatic side of primitive re-

ligion when considered from the viewpoint of a national or advanced

religion. (4) There is no distinction between "religious" acts and

"secular" acts in primitive religion ; the distinction has not yet arisen

;

religion may concern itself with any part of human life whatso-

ever, since the important needs with which religion concerns itself

may be found in any phase of life.

(C) The immediate wants with which religion is concerned are

thought to be achieved in two important ways : (1) automatically,

or (2) by the aid of spirits. Hence there may be a non-animistic

as well as an animistic religion ; more usually, actual primitive re-

ligions are a combination of both. The conception of "spirits" is

so convenient that, in the present conditions of primitive develop-

ment, it is found among all peoples ; nevertheless many evidences

point to an earlier stage in which this conception was lacking among
some peoples, for example, among the Ainu. The conceptions of

mana, tabu, and those practices later called "magical" are mostly

automatic, although sometimes spirits are thought to produce these

eflfects ; shamanism, fetishism, totemism, and the like, are on the

other hand usually animistic, although they may sometimes (rarely)

be conceived as automatic occurrences. The unclearness and fluidity

of primitive thought prevents a rigid classification of primitive reli-

gious performances as either automatic or animistic ; we can only

say that either or both may be present.
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(D) What is done is all-important in primitive religion; what

is thought about the divinities has little or no importance. This

characteristic follows from the nature of primitive mentality—re-

ligion is conceived as a means of getting some particular things

done, rather than primarily as a matter of the inner life. Hence

practice precedes belief ; myths are merely interesting stories, not

revelations of unchangeable truth. There may be alternative myths

about the same event, such as the creation of the world ; myths are

indeed hardly a part of primitive religion, any more than fairy

stories belong to our religion today ; nevertheless myths cannot be

excluded from primitive religion, inasmuch as religion penetrates

into every phase of primitive life. They simply are not important.

Primitive ceremonies are often created on the principle of post hoc

ergo propter hoc; what seems to have brought the desired result

once may become a permanent ceremony. This feature is in har-

mony with the pseudo-scientific nature of primitive religion. Some-

times primitive ceremonies are created on the basis of the humanly

natural ways of thinking that later become the fundamental con-

ceptions of "magic": imitation (that like produces like) and sym-

pathy (that action to a like object produces the same effects on the

desired object). Or the personal prestige of some individual may
lead the group to accept whatever ceremony he chances to hit upon.

Hence in different regions there may be different ceremonies for

the same purpose, or in unrelated regions there may be similar cere-

monies for the same or for different purposes, due to the funda-

mental similarities of human nature. The social character of primi-

tive religion is merely the outcome of the social nature of primi-

tive life ; in those aspects in which primitive life is not social, as

in the use of fetishes to protect private possessions, primitive re-

ligion is not social.

Primitive religious elements in advanced ages and among even

civilized peoples today are many. The most prominent is ancestor

worship. Belief in guardian angels, charms, amulets, etc. belongs

to primitive religion. Whenever a god or object is asked or ex-

pected to do something for some individual that the god does not

do for others under the same circumstances, the resulting religion

shows as many of the characteristics of primitive religion as the in-

dividuals having that religion possess primitive traits of mentality.

Any religious practice that promises to give individuals (not groups)

special privileges that are not extended to other individuals on the
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same conditions is fundamentally of the same sort as primitive re-

ligions and so deserves to be called primitive. "Magical" ceremon-

ies are typical examples. The religions of special privilege, inasmuch

as, like primitive religions, they seek to satisfy no one all-important

want, are primitive religions.

NATIONAL RELIGIONS

The fundamental characteristic of national religion that dis-

tinguishes it from primitive religion is the emergence of one or

more great gods. It is not always easy to distinguish between a

great god and a mere divinity, such as a primitive spirit or a power.

The ghosts and spirts are often as powerful in their own sphere as

a god is. The difference is in intellectual and moral character, and

in the degree of anthropomorphization. A great god is a super-

natural being with a distinct anthropomorphic personality, a well-

defined character, with a proper name or distinctive title, who is

supposed to exercise authority over a certain land or people or a

department of nature or a class of phenomena, who dwells in some

locality, either a sanctuary on earth, in the sky, or in the other

world, and who is in general sympathetic with men. Such a being

is a magnified human being ; he acts like a human being except for

his vastly greater power. He is the product of a larger imagination

than the ghosts or ancestors, and comes into being as the conse-

quence of a growth in human conceptions of the divine. Great gods

are found fully developed only among civilized people—national re-

ligions are characteristic of the early civilizations. For national re-

ligion, the most important things in the universe are these great

gods. The characteristics of national religion are a consequence of

this conception and also of the characteristics of human mentality

at the stage of development found in early civilization. We list five

groups of characteristics

:

(A) As to the great gods themselves: (1) These gods become

personalities, that is, they are humanized. We need only think of

Marduk, A'aruna, Amon-Ra, Jupiter. Apollo, etc. (2) The gods are

given individual names, not generic names. Sin, Shamash, and Baal

originally meant moon, sun. and lord ; now they become personal

names, not common nouns. (3) The myths that are told about the

gods help to personalize and characterize the gods. These myths

are not essential in a national religion, in that it is not necessary for
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anyone to believe them. Nevertheless people find them intensely in-

teresting, and, when they become current, they often influence the

religion profoundly. (4) Since the gods are more human than the

spirits and ghosts, they are also more moral. Primitive powers and

spirits are not human, hence they are usually non-moral. The moral-

ity of the gods is, however, that of their age—a morality that is only

partly moral in our (advanced) sense of the word. Although the

Homeric gods were quite as moral as the best people of the age in

which the account of them was written down, later generations

found them immoral. Even this partial morahty is, however, a great

advance over the generally non-moral divinities of primitive reli-

gion. (5) The gods take over the sanctions of the moral code. The

sanction of morality in primitive life is the uniform practice of the

community ; with the coming of civilization this uniform practice

disappears, and yet it remains highly important for the perpetuation

of society that morality be supported. The gods, because of their

"moral" character, are able to undertake this task successfully.

Hammurabi is pictured as receiving his code of laws from Shamash.

(6) Because of the imperfectly moral character of the gods, they

sanction many non-moral acts—in national religion the moral and

the non-moral are inextricably mixed. In fact, the sins considered to

be the greatest ones are purely ritual sins, such as sacrilege, since

these are more directly offences against the gods than merely moral

matters. A gentile found in the Jewish Temple was guilty of a sin

considered even worse than mere murder. In this way people's

conception of right and wrong was confused, so that moral matters

were not considered the most important of all.

(7) Usually there are many gods, a polytheism. In some early

communities, such as the early Semitic civilized communities, there

seems to have originally been only one great god, not because of

any monotheistic tendency, but merely because of the poverty of the

people's imagination. Then, as various cities conquered the same

region, the god of each conquering city, being thereby proved to

be stronger than the god of the vanquished, came to be worshipped

by the conquered communities along with their own great god, and

so a polytheism sprang up. This sort of growth can be traced in

Babylonia and Egypt. In other cases the vivid poetical imagination

of the myth-makers characterized the gods so well that many gods

sprang into being out of the varied conceptions of the human im-

agination. Sometimes the gods are systematized, formed into a pan-
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theon, conceived as a family in Greece or as a kingdom in Baby-

lonia ; sometimes no arrangement is arrived at. (8) As the gods

become older, they become greater and take on more and more

functions, with the result that the minor spirits and powers become

"aspects" or "forms" of the great gods. A]X)llo becomes Apollo

Smitheus and keeps away the mice in addition to his early function

of guiding the wanderer. The residt is that the great gods cease to

be specialists, like the minor divinities. They become jacks-of-all

trades, with the result that they become more and more alike. Myth

and poetry tend to prevent this tendency, by characterizing the gods

more exactly ; among less imaginative people, however, the gods

finally come to be distinguished chiefly in name and locality only.

With the growth of reflection, as the world is seen more and more

to be a unity, some keen individual, such as Iknaton, may conse-

quently come to think that there is only one god, or that all the gods

are one, as in ancient India. Such a development leads however to

an advanced religion.

(B) In national religion, the relations between the gods and

men are conceived on the analogy of ruler and subject—the gods

are ideal great men. Consequently, (1) in dealing with the gods,

belief is not required, cult alone is important. Just as in an imperial

audience, conformity to the proper form is essential, while the in-

dividual's thoughts are his own private concern, so in religion, cor-

rect form alone is important. Hence outward worship is all-impor-

tant. Piety consists in honoring the gods in the manner sanctioned

by custom and usage. The customary morality is part of piety, since

the gods are the guardians of the customary morality, but it is only

a part, and not usually the most important part. The center of re-

ligion is worship. The things done are all-important, not the results

they produce, for the gods demand these things. For example, at-

tendance on religious services is all-important for those required to

attend, not because of the efifect of the services on those individuals,

but because the gods demand that attendance.

(2) The concept most characteristic of national religion is do

lit dcs. To these religions, sacrifice is voluntarily giving up some-

thing because it will please or help the gods and so secure their

help in return. Just as a visit to a chieftain or king is not made

without offering him a gift, so the gods demand gifts. Thus it is

said in the book of Exodus (34:20). "Xone shall appear before me
empty-handed." There are also vows, dabo ut des, and the placation
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of angry deities, do lit abess. Since abire is a form of dare, the

fundamental conception in the relation of man and gods here is the

same. Sacrifice rightly offered influences the gods mightily ; after

the flood, in the Babylonian story, the sacrifice offered by the sur-

vivors brought the angry gods, who had wanted to destroy man-

kind, into a kindly frame of mind again.

(3) Men do not merely need the gods' help, the gods need men's

gifts. The Babylonian story tells how the gods were so hungry,

after the flood had interrupted their sacrifices, that they gathered

around the sacrifice "like flies." Hence it is to the interest of the

gods to care for men—that is their business. The Hebrew prophetic

conception of a God who would even reject his own people is utter-

ly alien to a national religion. A national god can, in a fit of anger,

injure his people ; he may send a pestilence to decimate them, but

he would never reject them utterly. That would be cutting off his

own source of supplies.

(4) National religion, because it personalizes the gods so high-

ly, marks off the sacred from the secular. Certain things and places

concern the gods, others do not. The worship of the gods is just

one function among all the functions of life. In this respect national

religion shows a tendency different from both primitive and de-

ontological religions. Primitive religions are too ill-organized to

distinguish systematically any parts of life as alone sacred. The
primitive religion of farmers included the ploughing of the very

fields that were to produce the grain as part of the religious practice

itself ; in national religion, the god's care of the grain is secured

by worship at some special place, a temple or altar, and, if plough-

ing is still part of that worship, it occurs in a special sacred field :

the ordinary secular ploughing is not the religious ploughing. The
primitive conception of tabu is not the same as the national con-

ception of the "sacred," although the two conceptions often function

similarly. A thing is tabu because it is intrinsically dangerous or

has itself acquired some dangerous property ; a thing is sacred be-

cause it is different from ordinary things since it is associated with

or belongs to the god. It may be dangerous, but its danger comes

from the great god, not from any other characteristics.

(5) Because of the importance of worship, there is developed

for this function a group of specialists, the priests. They are the

ones who know the proper formalities and matters of politeness and

the idiosyncracies necessary to approach the gods. In early times
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the cercmcnies of worshij) may have hcen simple, but intricate cere-

monies prove more impressive upon the beholders and hence are

held to be more impressive to the j,^ods too, so that, as time goes on,

the ceremonies are develo])cd in iniprcssiveness and in beauty, un-

til they become so intricate that no one but the specialists can know

them exactly. The professional ]M-i(le and self-advantage of the

priests aid greatl}' in this process. The iietrifying power of tradi-

tion, howe\er, kee])s the ceremonies unchanged in their funda-

mentals, susceptible to im]irovemcnt only in details. The priests

ma}' be periodicall\- chosen by the state or the ])coi)lc, as in Greece.

or they n^ay be chosen by other priests or by the guild of priests, as

in Egypt, or the priesthood may become hereditary, as in Persia. The

pfilitical ])ossil)ilities of such a priestly organization are evident and

conspicuous in history. One need only mention the priests of Amon
in Egy]:)t or the Rrahnians in India to recall the power of a religious

grouj) who claim to monopolize the traffic between men and gods.

Xot only do they secure political ])ower : they also, because of pro-

fessional advantage, tend to prevent religious progress. Iknaton's

monotheism perished because of the opjiosition of the Egyptian

priests ; the Hebrew prophets found in the Hebrew priests their

bitterest enemies. Next to the fixation of ideals by waiting, the

priesthood is the greatest obstacle to religious development.

(C) The gods are treated like human beings in another impor-

tant respect: they are located in space. (1) The temple is primar-

ily a house for the god to live in. The Greek temple was typical of

the temples in national reHgions. In it a small room, like the bed-

room of a Greek house, in which room the god wa.s thought to

live, was the essential portion of the temple. The temple building

was not a large structure for the people to congregate in, as in ad-

vanced religion, but primarily a house for the god's convenience.

The people gathered in the surrounding courtyard. What have been

called 'temples' in Babylonia are properly the courtyards and ac-

cessory structures ; the temple proper was the tiny house on top

of the ziggurat. In \'edic worship, a new temple w^as made each

time the gods were worshipped : they were invited to come and sit

on rushes carefully placed for them at the sacrifice—a form of

worship suitable to a wandering people, but not diflferent in prin-

ciple from the temple worship.

(2) The god is nearly always located, not merely in a certain
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place, but also in a certain object—the idol. It is important to re-

cognize, what the devotees of advanced religions have often (some-

times deliberately) forgotten, that an idol is not a powerful object

—that conception belongs only to primitive religion ; an idol is

merely the locus of a god. When the idol is broken or burned, the

god is not harmed, except as he is offended by an injury done to

his peculiar property. Since the idol is merely the zi'here of a god,

the particular form taken by an idol is unimportant. It may well

be a lance, as with Mars in ancient Rome, or a stone, as in Crete

and Canaan, or an animal, as in Egypt and India, as well as a hu-

man figure, as in Greece. It is not surprising that, in Athens, wor-

ship should have been paid to the ancient crude figure of Athena,

while the beautiful statue of the goddess made by Phidias was ad-

mired, but not worshipped—the goddess was located in the ancient

object where she had always been placed. The fantastic forms given

to idols in such countries as India and Egypt are merely attempts

to symbolize the god, and betray quite as much imagination as the

Greek idols. The god is not the idol, he is merely in the idol. Since

however he is in the idol, if you capture the idol, you may capture

the god. When the Philistines defeated the Israelites at Ebenezer,

they put the Ark into one of their temples, because they had cap-

tured a god. Furthermore, since the god is in the idol, the idol may

be treated in the manner that the god needs to be treated—it may

be given a bath or its daily toilette may be made, as was done in

Egypt, not because the idol is identified with the god, but because

doing these things to the idol is considered to be doing them to

the god. Nevertheless the distinction between the god and the idol

is very likely too fine a one for many of the god's worshippers, so

that they may treat the idol as if it were the god himself, and it

becomes a powerful spiritual .object to them. Their religion there-

upon becomes insofar a primitive religion. At the same time, to

more intelligent worshippers, who distinguish between the god and

the idol, the same acts of worship have a different meaning, and are

part of a national religion. Thus the lack of intelligent compre-

hension brings about misunderstanding of important features of

a religion and changes its nature.

(D) Because of the social organization of communities at the

level of early civilization, in which individuals as such are unimport-

ant, there comes to be another general characteristic of national re-
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ligions—they do not concern themselves with the special interests of

individuals, but only with those of the group. National religion is

the religion of the great gods ; the great gods do not concern them-

selves with private matters. We should not, however, be misunder-

stood to mean that the great gods do nothing at all for individuals

;

quite the contrary is true. Just as a great king, in his care of his

country, so the great gods do many things for individuals. The great

gods protect individuals from invasion, give individual soldiers

strength in fighting for the community ; they act as police officers to

detect crimes, to restore stolen goods, and to punish the guilty ; they

act as health officers to cure sick persons or to drive away injurious

demons : in the exercise of their care for their community, they even

see to it that the number of citizens is maintained and increased by

giving children to those desirous of them ; in these and other ways the

great gods deal with individuals. But these are all matters that con-

cern primarily the community ; individuals are assisted only in so

far as their needs or desires are identical with the obvious needs

of the community.

The consequence of this fact is ( 1 ) that religion and politics

are inextricably intermixed, (a) The god is the symbol of national

unity, and the whole group of citizens must worship him. When
one nation conquers another, the subject nation as a nation (not as

individuals) is nearly always required to worship the god or gods

of the conquerors as a symbol of their loyalty. The conf|uered peo-

ple are in addition usually convinced that the gods of the conciuerors

are stronger than their own gods, and so they worship the con-

quering gods from motives of self-interest as well as from political

compulsion.

(b) The gods belong to the nation and the nation belongs to

the gods. Not only do the gods need their people, but the gods

make favorites of their people. They therefore do things for their

own people that other gods are thought to be unable or unwilling to

do, for example, they give victory in battle, protection from pesti-

lence, etc. This belief in a special providence is characteristic of

national religions, and is (juite justified there : a univer.salistic re-

ligion can hardly believe consistently in a special providence. In a

national religion, each god has his own particular circle of worship-

pers to whom he stands in a peculiar and exclusive religion.

(c) There is no voluntary choice of religion l)y the people any
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more than there is a choice of citizenship. One is born into one's

religion just as one is born into one's tribe. The refusal to worship

the national gods constitutes treason to the state ; such an act will

bring the anger of the gods upon the group, and is for that reason

punished with great severity, usually by outlawry or death. This

requirement of worship is not a heavy one, however, since individ-

uals are not usually themselves required to worship or believe in

the gods.

(2) Since the great gods care only for the community, the wor-

ship of the gods is not a care upon individuals, but only upon the

community. It is, therefore, usually conducted by the community

in the person of the proper officials. Individuals may worship the

gods to secure their care in matters which concern society, such

as police or health protection, additions to the family, etc. Such a

special appeal to the gods means giving them a special gift. There

is, however, no more compulsion to make such an appeal than there

is to give a special gift to the policeman on the beat when one is

afraid of a robbery to one's house. Such special worship is therefore

only occasional, and some individuals may, with perfect consisten-

cy, never themselves worship the national gods : only the payment of

the temple tax and worship by the representatives of the group is

regular and required.

(3) There is one notable exception to the fact that the great

gods care only for the community ; they take a different attitude to

those individuals who have a special or outstanding relationship to

the community or the god, such as the king or chieftain. The king

represents the community, and so the gods care for him particu-

larly. In Babylonia the king at his accession took the hands of the

image of Marduk in token of this special relationship. In Egypt

the king was specially favored, so that he was made a minor god

by the great gods. Furthermore, the great gods, in harmony with

the imperfectly moral conception of their character, may and do

usually have favorites upon whom they may bestow special favors

or blessings, just as even a just ruler has his favorites. The priest,

especially the high-priest, because of his constant care for the god,

is iisually such a favorite, so that an injury to a priest is revenged

by the god with especial fury. The priests are, however, regarded

by the gods as servants ; other individuals may be more important

in the eyes of the gods, such as heroes, who, because of some out-

standing characteristic, such as strength, descent, or character, are
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more greatly favored, sometimes even being made divine at their

death, as were Ganymede, Hercules, and Utnapishtim. In harmony

with the character of the gods, the greater the god, the harder to

approach him : the common people hence appeal for help, not to the

greater gods, but to lesser beings.

(4) Since national religion is a function of the community, it

concerns itself only with this life. National gods have a definite

and restricted area in which they function—usually a definite geo-

graphical region or territory ; the religion of these gods concerns

itself only with what happens in that region. Many national reli-

gions have no belief in any life after death. In those religions that

do have this belief, the concerns of the life after death are cared

for by special gods who take that world as their territory and the

cult that grows up around them is soteriological. not national. The

community's gods are thus not gods of the other world, and the

community's religion is not primarily a religion dealing with the

other world—that is a matter for other gods and another religion.

(E) We have seen that national religions concern themselves

with the community only. But people's needs are never limited

entirely to community affairs : consequently there is always, in the

stage of national religion, along with it another religion that cares

for these other needs. This religion is nothing other than primi-

tive religion, persisting alongside with and in addition to national

religion. National gods are not exclusive of any except rival na-

tional gods of other nations, and not always of them : the national

gods quite naturally tolerate primitive spirits, ghosts, and lesser

deities, as long as they do not infringe upon the privileges of the

national and greater gods. Hence the actual religion of a people in

the stage of early civilization is a mixture of national and primitive

religion, and the characteristics we have mentioned in this section

do not hold for the entire religion of these peoples, but only of the

worship for the great gods. For other divinities what we have said

of primitive religion still holds true. In Greece, for example, the

uranic cult was usually that of a national religion, while the quite

different chthonic cult was nearly always that of a primitive reli-

gion. We must now consider what is the relation of the great gods

to these primitive spirits.

( 1 ) The great gods often absorb some of the primitive spirits.

This fact is a natural stage in the development of the gods. A'erv

often many tasks that benefit primarily the community are original-
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ly performed by minor spirits ; such tasks can be taken over by the

great gods themselves, quite in harmony with the character of these

gods, and to the advantage of the community, since a more power-

ful being now cares for these needs. The result is that the great

gods absorb many of the spirits and powers and take their titles

and attributes. In Babylonia the great gods in this way took over

the cure of diseases—something that was originally supposed to be

done by a charm or spell without the help of any spiritual agency.

In Greece the great gods took over the functions of many particu-

lar deities and were worshipped under double names, as Artemis

Korythale, and sometimes in the form of earlier divine animals,

such as the snake, etc.

The primitive spirits are not always absorbed ; they often re-

main and continue to be worshipped, because they do things for

individuals that the great gods would not think of doing. The an-

cestral ghosts are specially cherished for their care of the family.

In early civilization, individuals do not have many wants that are

distinct and different from the wants of the community. Since the

great gods take over the social duties of these spirits, there does

not remain much for them to do except those things that are dis-

liked by the people. Diseases, storms, calamities, epidemics, mo-

ments of forgetfulness, bursts of anger, crop failures, and such

events, are supposed to be due to the action of spirits. The spirits,

therefore, tend to become either the guardian spirits of some minor

locality or some person, or else demons who are hated by the peo-

ple. These demons are then worshipped with special apotropaic

rites. The chthonic Greek cult is mostly such a worship. Primi-

tive spirits need not, however, have a definite character, either good

or evil ; they may be purely capricious, as the English Puck. In

proportion to the degree to which the individual's wants are com-

pletely absorbed in those of the community, a tendency grows up

to distinguish the loved gods and the avoided demons.

The automatic phase of primitive religion becomes distinguished

as magic. The working of automatic ceremonies may now be con-

trasted with the activity of the thoroughly anthropomorphic and per-

sonal great gods. Hence the distinction between "religion," which

deals with such anthropomorphic beings, and "magic," which works

automatically, comes into being. Rites that produce results by their

own nature become distinguished as magic only when there is a

national religion in the same commimity. In harmony with the dis-
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tinction between the loved j^^ods and avoided demons, magic be-

comes likewise distinguished as white magic (helpful), and the

black (injurious) art.

In early civilization the number of spirits is lessened, because the

great gods absorb so many spirits; in later civilization, the wants

of individuals are no longer identical with those of the community

;

the individual emerges with special wants of his own, and so he

appeals to spirits and powers more and more for special favors.

More acute observation of nature also leads to belief in larger and

larger numbers of spirits to account for natural phenomena. With

later civilization, therefore, the number of spirits increases, since

there is more for them to do. Some of them may become greater

spirits, i.e., gods. A few of them, especially those who have to do

with the other world, such as Osiris and Persephone, may become

the center around which grows a new sort of religion, soteriologi-

cal in nature, which belongs to the group of advanced religions.

The conceptions inherent in national religion are highly im-

portant because they are congenial to civilized peoples, and hence

are frequently carried on into and mixed with advanced religions,

although they do not properly belong there. People are conserva-

tive, and hesitate long before giving up any way of doing things

that has proved itself valuable, with the result that many concep-

tions belonging to national religion have been retained by people

who profess an advanced religion but who have not thought care-

fully about it. Such notions as anthropomorphism, the do ut dcs, the

interpenetration of religion and politics, worship and sacrifice as

service to the god, and the confusion of moral and ritual sins, are

often rejected by the keener leaders of advanced religions, but

nevertheless find their way into the religion of the people. The in-

fluence of primitive and national religions does not stop in barbar-

ous or early civilized ages ; it has continued down to the present,

and is still found in much of contemporary religion, even among
the most highlv civilized peoples.

ADVANCED RELIGIONS

The feature that distinguishes advanced religions from all others

is the realization, on the ]iart of intelligent people, that it is not the

overt acts of man that are important, but the inner life, since overt

actions are the results of the inner life. Consequently advanced re-
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Hgions concern themselves primarily with the inner life of men
and only secondarily with their outward actions. This is a feature

that is lacking in primitive and national religion. The great gods

concern themselves with men's actions, not with their thoughts. This

emphasis upon the inner life is the result of the development of

thought, of study into the causes of actions, whereby man comes at

last to see the practical importance of the inner life. The leaders of

advanced religions have never tired of emphasizing the importance

of man's inner life, his heart or mind or soul. Even the most crass

of soteriological religions, in their most materialistic ceremonies,

such as the taurobolium or the Dionysian orgy, or even in the mys-

tery performances of the Caktas of the left hand, believe that what

is done, is not merely an outward form, but that an inner change

in the nature of the believer is really brought about, whereby he

inwardly becomes different from what he was before.

It must however be confessed that, while in theory the advanced

religions concern themselves primarily with the inner life of man-

kind, in practice they have not always been thoroughgoing or con-

sistent. They have often retained the emphasis upon outward ac-

tion that belongs to national religion, and, indeed, many other fea-

tures of national religion. In Jesus's reply to the Pharisees' criti-

cism of his disciples for eating with unwashed hands, he reminded

them that Judaism (an advanced religion) concerns itself properly

with the inner life, whereas these Pharisees were thinking only

about an overt action. We shall see how this inconsistency came to

be a natural and inevitable development in certain religions. Never-

theless, the emphasis of the advanced religions upon the inner life

remained an ideal, luring men on to ever-renewed reform of their

religions, thereby bringing it more and more into harmony with its

own nature.

The consequences of this emphasis upon the inner life are: (a)

tliat religion becomes an individual matter, and an individual choice

of religion becomes possible and natural. Religion no longer is a

matter of race or nationality ; conversion from one religion to an-

other and the deliberate adoption of a different religion from the

one that a person originally had, becomes possible. Religion conse-

quently sometimes makes a division within the nation, so that peo-

ple of the same nation often profess different and even mutually ex-

clusive religions.
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(b) Religious hypocrisy becomes now for the first time possible.

Since hypocrisy consists in acting out a belief different from the

belief one actually has, hypocrisy is not possible in national religion,

for that religion does not require any inward belief. Only those

professing an advanced religion can be religious hyjjocrites.

(c) A certain inward experience becomes the essential and char-

acteristic feature of the religion. This inward experience is often

expressed in a statement of belief, as in legalistic or i)hilosophic re-

ligions (the Jewish Shema or the Christian ritual creeds) or in a

statement of religious experience (in soteriological religions.) The
Eleusinian password, "I fasted, I drank the gruel, I took from the

ark, and, having tasted. I put it away in the basket, and from the

basket into the ark," which refers to the outward concomitants of

a very moving inward experience, corresponds to the Mohammedan
Confession and the Zoroastrian profession of faith. Such a defin-

ite statement is a convenient catchword for the religion. It is not,

however, always found. Philosophic religions, with their endless com-

plexities of thought, tend to avoid such over-simple formulas. They
require the acceptance of a certain world-view as the inward ex-

perience essential to their religion.

(d) The advanced religions are, in principle at least, universal-

istic. These religions emphasize the inner nature of man ; but that

inner nature is everywhere the same ; consequently advanced reli-

gions do not properly make any distinction between different nations

or races. In legalistic religions, the God of that religion is the God
of all the earth, so that he is not limited to Jewish or Mohammedan
territory ; for soteriological religions, salvation depends upon being

about to go through a certain inner experience, which, because it

is inner, is possible to all men. To philosophic religions, religion

consists in the acceptance of a certain world-view, whose accep-

tance is not conditioned upon anything but intelligence. Hence there

is no fundamental reason for limiting advanced religions to any

one group.

Nevertheless these religions, because of the influence of national

religion, do often restrict their membership to certain groups. That

restriction is, however, arbitrary, and not inherent in the nature of

the religion, so that the religion is continually tending to overstep

such restrictions. The legalistic religions are the worst offenders in

this respect—they believe in a single God of the whole earth, who
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is thoroughly moral, but who, nevertheless, plays favorites with one

particular nation or race, such as the Jews, Mohammedans, or the

"true Israelites"—the Christians! This contradiction is the result

of a holdover of national ideas into an advanced religion.

As we stated in the beginning of this essay, there are three

sorts of advanced religions : deontological, soteriological, and philo-

sophic. Each one has its own distinct conception of what is the

most important thing in the world, of what sorts of things religion

deals with. Consequently these are three different sorts of religions,

although all belong to the group of advanced religions and all pos-

sess, in addition to their peculiar characteristics, the four general

characteristics of advanced religions.

DEONTOLOGICAL RELIGIONS.

The group of religions we call deontological hold that the most

important thing in the universe is a Universal Moral Purpose, so.

that religion consists in putting oneself in harmony with that pur-

pose. This purpose is nearly always incarnated in a single God, equal

to whom there is no other, who is sufficiently personal to have a

will, so that religion consists in obedience to or conformity with

that will, and who is preeminently a moral being in the highest

sense of the word. The predominantly deontological religions are

nearly all monotheisms or henotheisms, especially Judaism, Mo-

hammedanism, Christianity, and Zoroastrianism. Even in medieval

dualistic Zoroastrianism, Ahriman was of little pragmatic service in

the religion of the people ; he was merely a figure useful for the

philosophic explanation of evil. Ormuzd was the greater of the two,

since he was finally to overcome Ahriman. While Zoroastrianism

was theoretically a dualism, it was pragmatically a henotheism, with

only one God, equal to whom there was no other. So with other

deontological religions.

The consequence of this conception of religion is that (1) ethics

becomes integrally and inseparably connected with religion, and the

religious life becomes identical and coterminous with the moral life.

The sense of duty, the feeling that the right has an absolute claim

upon me, as distinguished from the feeling that good acts are mere-

ly advisable or "better" than evil ones—the experience that Kant

called the categorical im])erative is, therefore, a consequence of this

sort of religious conception. Hence these religions may quite cor-
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rectly be called the deontological religions. In fact Kant could de-

duce the existence of God from his categorical imperative because

that impcrati\e could only be justified by the (logically) prior as-

sumption of an ethical God of whose will morality is the expression.

The sort of ethics that is demanded by deontological religion

may be, but is not necessarily a scientific ethic. The sort of morality

demanded by a religion depends upon the sort of a God that is be-

lieved in. Only when God is conceived as completely rational, so

that his Will can be discovered by the use of human reason, as in

Stoicism and some forms of liberal Christianity, do the duties re-

quired by God coincide altogether with those required by a scientific

ethic. Nevertheless, the ethic commanded by deontological religions

rarely departs very far from the recpiirements of a scientific ethic,

because of the high level of thinking that is necessary before a de-

ontological religion, with its monotheism, can come into existence.

Usually the ethics of deontological religions is authoritarian, and

often non-moral acts, such as circumcision or baptism, are required

by the Will of God quite as much as purely ethical acts are. Thus
the ethic of a deontological religion may be wholly a scientific ethic,

or it may be partly scientific, but mostly authoritarian in its nature.

(2) Since God is conceived as primarily moral. His Will covers

the whole of moral life, i.e., all voluntary acts. Consequently, in

truly deontological religion, there is no distinction such as there is

in national religion between the sacred and the secular. Where de-

ontological religions make this distinction, it is a hold-over from na-

tional religion.

Since deontological religions emphasize a single great God, just

as national religions emphasize the great gods, deontological re-

ligions are likely to manifest many of the characteristics of national

religions, through uncritical confusion of the two by their followers.

Such a confusion is not inherent in deontological religions, and is

due to conservatism and unclear thought. The greater leaders and

founders of deontological religions, such as the Hebrew prophets.

Zoroaster, and Jesus, rejected and opposed the features of religion

peculiar to national religions : their followers howe\-er often allowed

these very features to creep into their religion. In the case of Islam,

Mohammed compromised with national religion in his later days,

so that national features began to creep into Islam from its verv

beginnings. He was not a deep nor clear thinker in religious matters.
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The degredation of these religions in the generations succeeding their

founding may be described as the corruption of deontological re-

ligions by the introduction of national and sometimes of primitive

elements.

LEGALISMS.

In addition to the belief in One God and his Purpose, which we

have previously noted, a very important variety of deontological re-

ligion holds also that the Divine Will has been expressed in a historic

revelation, which is not merely communicated to a certain person

or persons, but is stated in a certain set of commands or doctrines,

the most important of which have been written down in a certain

document. These beliefs constitute the essential feature of this sort

of religion, which has been called a legalism or nomism, because the

Will of God is, according to it, to be discovered by a study of this

authoritative historic revelation, just as the requirements of the law

are to be discovered from a study of the code. The most important

legalisms are Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris-

tianity ; there are also some others, such as Sikhism and Mormon-
ism. Stoicism is a deontological religion without any strictly legal-

istic element, although, like Christianity, it is soteriological and philo-

sophical too. The first three we mentioned also have soteriological

features, but they are predominantly legalistic, at least in their clas-

sic forms. The Hebrew temple, especially in the time of the mon-

archy, enshrined a national religion ; the great Hebrew prophets and

Jesus preached a deontological religion ; the great rabbis taught a

legalistic religion ; the apocalyptic books and such sects as the Es-

senes were soteriological. With all these influences working at the

same time in first century Palestine, no wonder it is hard to unravel

the nature of Jewish religion ! It had not one nature, but many.

All the important advanced historic religions have belonged at the

same time to more than one of the three sorts of advanced religions.

From the above essence of legalism and from our knowledge of

human nature we can derive the following six characteristics of legal-

isms. (1) There is a canon of sacred writings, which are the author-

ity to be referred to for knowledge of the Will of God. With time

there usually develops also an authoritative interpretation of that

canon. A doctrine of inspiration about the way that the canon was

received from God is also developed. We need merely recall to our
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minds the Avesta and the lUmdahishn, the Torah and the Talmud,

the Koran and the Sunna. the IHhle and the Chnrch Fathers, to see

how true of these reh'gions this statement is.

(2) Tiiere hkewise develops a new tyi)e of religious leader, not

(as in national religion) a priest whose husiness it is to worship the

God, but a learned man who has studied the canon and is able to

interpret it and state its ai)plication to concrete cases. The Jewish

Rabl)i or Scribe is typical of these religions. Hence true piety con-

sists in the study and memorizing of the religious canon. Not all of

these religions have gone as far as Ilillel, one of the first-century

Jewish rabbis, who said, "No uneducated man shuns sin. no common

man is pious," implying that the common people are little better than

heathen, since they do not have the time or capacity to study the

Torah ; but a tendency in that direction has always been present in

legalisms. The cultivation of casuistry, in which a thoroughly legal-

istic spirit manifests itself, is the natural consequence of such a

conception. Schools of interpretation, such as the Mohammedan
four schools of jurisprudence, are another quite natural development

of this sort of religion.

(3) A new type of worship is developed, quite different from the

temple worship in national religion, in which worship is primarily

for the benefit of the god. Xow members of a legalistic religion meet

for reading, study, and explanation of the Sacred Revelation—

a

sort of worship that is primarily for the benefit of the people, so that

they may know better how to conform themselves to the Will of

God. This sort of w'orship was begun in the Jewish synagog. That

institution has been the historic parent of the Mohammedan mosque

and the Christian church service, not only because of actual imita-

tion, but also because of the appropriateness to that sort of religion.

Zoroastrianism retained also the nationalistic worship, just as Juda-

ism retained the Temple worship and was only deprived of that wor-

ship by a historical accident, the destruction of Jerusalem : the vital

feature of Zoroastrianism (as in Judaism) lay, however, not in its

ritualistic worship, brt in the attempt of the people to obey the Di-

vine Will and in the instruction given for that purpose.

(4) One curious consequence of legalism is the religious partic-

ularism that arises within it. Those w^ho have the historic revelation

of God are naturally thought to stand in a privileged relation to Him
and hence are conceived to be specially favored by Him. This par-
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ticularism is a quite natural development and one almost universal-

ly found in legalisms, but it is not a strictly logical consequence of

the fundamental conception of the religion. It is rather an instance

of the way that national conceptions tend to creep into these religions.

A God of the whole earth, who is thoroughly moral in his nature,

would not play favorites or direct the history of the world for the

benefit of any one nation, as Judaism and many Christian sects be-

lieve ; such a conception is, however, natural to peoples who have

had a national religion and so have been used to think of the god as

preeminently tJieir God. Consequently they distinguish peoples into

those whom God cares for and those whom he condemns : Jews and

Gentiles, Christians and heathen, etc. Nevertheless, because legal-

isms are fundamentally advanced religions, and so are properly uni-

versalistic, there have been in all legalisms protests against such

narrowness, such as in the book of Jonah and John 1 :9.

(5) Although God is conceived as preeminently moral, yet the

sort of morality actually demanded often includes many non-moral

acts, matters of religious custom, that are demanded simply because

God is declared to require them. The Puritan sabbath observances,

the Jewish food tabus, Mohammedan prayers, fastings, and pilgrim-

age observances, the Parsee shirt and belt, are considered to be just as

important and sometimes more important than purely moral mat-

ters. These observances are performed simply because God com-

mands them. Here again we notice the influence of national religion:

God is often conceived, not as purely moral, but as arbitrary, un-

criticizable, not to be measured by merely moral standards. Just

how strong this tendency is, is shown by the fact that that extraordi-

narily keen judge of human nature, Mohammed, was compelled to

make his religion largely a matter of religious custom, chiefly be-

cause he saw that his followers, who had been trained in a national

religion, expected to be required to conform to some religious cus-

toms.

(6) The greatest handicap that legalisms manifest, lies in the fact

that their opportunity for progress is limited. They are tied to a

historic revelation, which is written down, with the result that the

amount of change possible is limited, since the historic revelation

expresses the moral ideals of a past age. It is interesting to watch

the gyrations of the legalisms in attempting to adapt an ancient, writ-

ten revelation to conditions dififerent from those of the aee when the
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revelation was written down. The Jews developed the doctrine that

part of the Torah was never written, but handed down by tradi-

tion, so that the Rabbis promulgated that tradition even to the ex-

tent of abrogating the written Law. which they did in the matter of

divorce ; when however these very oral enunciations were written

down, a new written revelation was thereby formed, which had

again, with greater difficulty, to be adapted to new situations. The

Mohammedans likewise developed their four schools of juris-

prudence, all of which, though contradicting each other in their de-

liverances, were nevertheless admitted as correct ! Christianity has

been more flexible ; the wiser sects have never enunciated God's Law
in moral matters in an}- detail ; those sects that have done so, such

as the Eastern Church, have decayed when popular thought found

them antiquated and out of accord with a more developed conscience.

Legalistic religions, because their requirements are definite and pre-

cise, have been able to make an immediate appeal to popular ac-

ceptance, but the historic development of the public conscience,

brought about by the very emphasis of these religions upon moral-

ity, has often left them behind.

The historically important deontological religions have thus been

legalistic ; but legalism is not inevitable for these sorts of religion

;

today there is a marked trend, among the more progressive adher-

ents of all the four great legalisms, towards a deontological religion

that will reject merely legalistic elements.

SOTERlOr.OGICAL RELIGIONS.

The fundamental conception of soteriological religion is that the

most imj)ortant thing in the universe is some sort of trouble or evil,

together with the cure for that evil. Trouble is perennial in human

life ; national and legalistic religions, however, generally take an

optimistic attitude to this world—they are concerned with living in

this world, not with escaping from it. In the face of trouble, how-

ever, a merely deontological religion is not adequate. When con-

fronted with a seemingly inevitable and overwhelming trouble, there

are only three things that can be done: (a) a man can give up,

which means ultimately to commit suicide: (b) he can attempt to

forget the difficulty, which means to day dream and leads to some

form of shizophrenia or delusion : or (c) he can seek religion,

whether bv some form of Stoic religious attitude to face and bear
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the inevitable, or by some religious hope to find help and confidence

in continued living. Curiousl}^ enough, the religious way of meeting

such troubles is the only one that is psychologically normal.

Even primitive religion dealt with difficulties and troubles ; it is

not therefore surprising that soteriological religions probably de-

veloped earliest of all advanced religions. Many primitive spirits and

most national gods are usually helpful in trouble: a soteriological

religion arises when man comes to think of some particular trouble

as the most important thing in the universe, or conversely, when

some god starts to specialize in helping men. There have been in-

numerable soteriological religions. Very likely the earliest was the

cult of Osiris in ancient Egypt. Among the historically important

ones are : in Greece, the mystery religions, especially the Dionysian,

Orphic, and Eleusinian cults ; in the Hellenic-Roman world, the ori-

ental cults, Magna Mater, Isis, Mithra. Christianity, and the reli-

gious philosophies. Epicureanism, Stoicism, and Neoplatonism. Epi-

cureanism proclaimed itself as anti-religious ; but its opposition was

directed chiefly towards the national and cruder soteriological re-

ligions. It was primarily a means of overcoming trouble, misery,

and unhappiness ; hence it was primarily a religion. In India there

are many soteriological religions, especially Jainism, Buddhism, and

the Bhakti cults, Vishnuism and Sivaism. The four important Hindu

philosophies, the Vedanta, Ramanuja, Sankhya, and Yoga are also

soteriological religions, inasmuch as they promise salvation. In

China the philosophy of Lao Tze and the (later) Taoism were like-

wise soteriological religions ; here the Buddhist sects preeminently

satisfied the demand for a soteriological religion.

Three of the great legalisms, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, and Is-

lam are to a lesser extent also soteriological religions, inasmuch as

they promise to save from eternal punishment ; the soteriological

side is not, however, greatly developed in the orthodox forms of

these religions. In some of their sects, such as the Essenes, the Cab-

bala, and Sufism. the soteriological emphasis is dominant. The great-

est world- religions, Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, are not

single religions, but rather collections of religions ; some of their

sects belong predominantly to different types of religion from that

of the parent religion. It is furthermore possible for one religion

to belong to two or more types at the same time, and for people to

think that two or more things are both the most important things in
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the universe at the same time, when it is possible to attain two or

more goals at the same time. For example, it is possible to consider

God's purpose and some trouble as both of them the most important

feature of the universe, when God's purpose is considered to be the

removal of that trouble—a religion organized on such a conception

will be both deontological and soteriological.

Since soteriological religions are man's way of meeting trouble

when that trouble is for him the most important thing in the uni-

verse, there are four important questions to ask these religions:

(I) From what does this religion promise salvation? (II) What
must the religious man do to attain salvation? (Ill) Just how does

salvation come to him? and (IV) What is it that he is promised as

salvation ?

We may sum up these religions in terms of the sorts of answers

they give to these four questions. (I) The troubles from which these

religions promise to save are as varied as the troubles to which the

flesh is heir, with the qualification that the more important soterio-

logical religions pick out the more important and more universal

troubles. Frequentl}- 'salvation' means relief from more than one

of them ; sometimes a religion will offer to cure from any and all

trouble. We may group these troubles as (1) an unhappy future

life: death, suffering in a future life, continued transmigration: (2)

an unhappy present life : sickness, poverty, calamities, political de-

feat, fears, unhappiness ; and (3) supposed causes of unhappiness:

fate, an incurably evil world, desire, ignorance, immorality. The
student of comparative religion can easily fit each of these troubles

with two or three religions that promise to deal with them.

(II) As to what the religious man must do to find salvation, we
find great dift'erences. Anything unusual and extraordinary, or

nothing at all, has been proposed. There are (1) severe asceticism

and mortification of the flesh, such as in the Hindu fakir and the

Christian flagellant; (2) moderate asceticism, as in primitive

Buddhism and the monasticism of the Christian orders; (3) ritual

acts of various sorts: (a) initiations, long ceremonies as in the re-

ligions of Eleusis. Isis, ?^Iithra, Magna Mater, and Christian bap-

tism; (b) prayer and reading of the Scriptures, as in the Tibetan

prayer-wheel or the promises of salvation in the Buddhism Diamond

Sutra or the Lotus to those who read or repeat these Scriptures

;

(c) various magical formulae, such as the repetition of the syllable
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Om, or of the name of Amida in the Jodo Buddhist school; or (d)

various meritorious works, such as charity, preaching or spreading

the religion, certain moral deeds. In this last set of requirements,

soteriological religions approach closely to the requirements of some

legalisms.

Some soteriological religions require (4) the orgy, by which we

mean the arousal of some violent emotional condition. The classic

example is the orgies of Dionysos and of Cybele. There are also the

dancing dervishes of Islam and the Christian Holy Rollers. Some-

times sexual acts are included, as in Dionysos, Cybele, the Civaite

Caktas of the left hand. Sometimes drugs, such as alcohol, hashish,

etc. are used to produce the required emotional condition.

(5) The mystic ecstasy is an emotional condition so widely cul-

tivated and so important that it deserves separate mention. Usually

the orgy itself ends in some sort of hypnotic or semi-hypnotic con-

dition ; the mystic ecstasy may, however, be cultivated quite apart

from any orgy. The Yoga, Neoplatonism, and Christian mysticism

are outstanding examples of this sort of religion.

(6) Some religions demand, on the other hand, self-culture.

Stoicism required the philosopher to "retreat within himself and be

unmoved" by emotion. Lao Tze urged quietistic desirelessness, as

did the Upanishads and primitive Buddhism.

(7) Other religions, especially some philosophic soteriological

cults, find salvation by knowledge. The Sankhya found salvation by

knowledge of the eternal distinction of purusha and prakrifi; the

Vedanta by knowledge of the "That art Thou !" and of the universal

maya.

(8) Still other religions require faith or trust in a God: Jodo

Shinshu in Japan, St. Paul and Augustine in Europe. (9) Some-

times love of the God is enjoined, as in the Hindu Bhakti religions

and some forms of Christianity. (10) Other religions require merely

a bare wish or thought in order to produce the desired results, as

in the Shingon Buddhist school or the American Unity society. (11)

Still others require nothing at all ; man is saved by God's irresisti-

ble grace ; man can do nothing to deserve it or predispose it. This

is the doctrine of the southern Ramanuja Vishnuites and the ex-

treme supralapsarian predestinarian Calvinism. (12) Very few find

that salvation is to be found in the development of a moral charac-

ter and the attcnijit to live a moral life ; the difficulties in such a pro-
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posal have discouraged most religions from adopting such means

of salvation.

(III) With regard to the way that salvation is attained, there is

not so much diversity. Salvation may be attained (1) automatically,

or (2) by the aid of some God. (1) Automatic methods of salva-

tion may be distinguished as (a) the use of some superhuman power,

usually called magic: various formulas, powerful objects, or power-

ful acts. In ancient India it was believed that tapas, austere asceti-

cism, if continued long and severely enough, would automatically

give a person great power, sometimes even greater than that of the

gods, (b) Other methods of salvation utilize natural laws. For ex-

ample, Gautama the r>uddha taught that the removal of desire would

bring about the cessation of karma. It is difficult to distinguish this

from the preceding variety of automatic action, since magic is mere-

ly primitive science ; it is merely that some ways of action proposed

by some religions have been confirmed by scientific investigations,

and others have not. (2) The other mode of salvation, by the aid

of a gracious and kindly God, is more common. This God (a) may
be thought to possess his power by his own intrinsic nature, as in

Christianity and the great legalisms, or (b) He may have acquired

his power by some experience, as Osiris (and possibly Mithra) did

by dying and coming to life again. In the foregoing ways religions

propose to attain salvation.

(IV) Concerning the sorts of salvation promised, there are also

many differences among these religions. The attainment most com-

monly promised is (1) some sort of heaven, meaning by that term.

a happy life after death. The conceptions of heaven have varied

with the character and ideals of those proposing them, from the

sensual enjoyment of the Dionysos cult and the more refined en-

joyment of the Eleusinian Elysian fields or the Buddhist Western

Heaven to the vague conception, found in some Christian circles, of

association with God. Usually there goes along with the conception

of heaven the notion of a hell, a place of punishment, for the un-

saved.

(2) In India, where the great evil in life is not death, but unend-

ing transmigration, salvation is to Nirvana, which can best be de-

scribed as the cessation of transmigration. Buddhists, Jains, and

others have debated whether Nirvana is simply annihilation or a con-

tinued blessed existence. Nirvana has meant both of these concep-

tions.
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(3) Other religions, not seeking such other-worldly goals, have

found salvation in mere contentment, quietude of spirit, freedom

from disturbance of mind. The Stoic apatheia and the Epicurean

ataraxia are examples of this sort of salvation. These states of mind

really constitute a salvation, inasmuch as they are represented as the

achievement of relief from man's besetting troubles.

(4) Alahayana Buddhism, in its nobler forms, has a different

conception of salvation, namely, becoming a Bodhisattva, a miracle-

working being who is able to save others—the monk saves himself

to become a savior of others.

(5) The mystics have found salvation in an ineffable metaphysi-

cal union with the Godhead, as in Plotinus and the Yoga. Some,

more magical religions, especially Osiris and Dionysos, have also

sought identification with the God for the purpose of attaining a

happy immortality—here union is a means, not the goal.

(6) There is also the notion that salvation consists in moral ref-

ormation. This conception is rare; it is found chiefly in Christian-

ity and not always there. Other religions have put morality as a

desirable feature of their religion or even have made the living of

a reasonably moral life as a prerequisite to initiation, but rarely has

the living of a moral life been made the goal of religion.

Some religions promise other sorts of salvation : wealth, good

luck, cure of disease; these are however less important; they are

additional advantages, rather than the most important things in re-

ligion.

Some religions have thought of salvation as consisting in more

than one of these kinds of salvation at the same time: eternal life,

in Christianity, usually means both heaven and quietude of spirit

and union with God and moral reformation. Different Christian

sects have differed in the stress they put upon one or the other of

these components. Buddhism, more catholic even than Christianity,

has, at various times and in various sects, defined salvation as each

of the six great goals we have listed. Religions, competing with each

other for the assent of mankind, tend, like merchants, to offer any-

thing and everything they think men may prize.

In analyzing the characteristics of these soteriological religions,

we must first notice that the soteriological religions divide into two
groups: (A) the tough-minded religions, which seek first of all for

the cause of human trouble and then try to remove it, and (B) the
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tender-minded religions, which seek to escape trouble directly, usu-

ally by some easier way than by resolutely trying to remove its

cause. Gautama the Buddha in finding the cause of trouble in hu-

man desire was taking the tough-minded attitude ; Eleusis, in leading

men to friendship with the powerful goddesses, Demeter and Kore,

who would in friendship save the initiate, was taking the tender-

minded attitude. Tender-minded religions take the easy way out of

trouble : they worship a loving god or dream about a better land, so

that human troubles may be neglected. The tough-minded religions

work manfully and resolutely to remedy the trouble at its source,

sometimes demanding of humanity more than it is ordinarily able to

accomplish.

Religion has often been criticized for being an escape-mechan-

ism ; these critics have neglected the tough-minded soteriological re-

ligions. Although the larger number of soteriological religions have

been tender-minded, most tender-minded religions have perished.

The competition of religions has left them behind.

The tough-minded religions, in searching for the cause of trouble,

are inevitably led into adopting some philosophical position, so that

they become also philosophical religions. Since social science also

investigates the cause of trouble, soteriological religions must under-

go scientific investigation too.

There are two characteristics of soteriological religion in which

they powerfully reinforce the general characteristics of advanced

religions in just those respects where legalisms are deficient. (1)

Soteriological religions are purely spiritual in their nature—the im-

portant thing for them is to produce a change in the inner nature

of man. Even the most crass practice, the taurobolium or the orgy,

has its importance, not in itself, but in the changes it brings about

in the inner man—he is renatus in aefcrnuiii or otherwise regenerated.

The legalistic religions tend to emphasize non-moral customs, such

as fasting, circumcision, or church attendance, merely because God
commanded them ; soteriological religions bend all practices to

spiritual ends, and so make them spiritual. Hence the cure of legal-

istic materialism lies in the infusion of soteriological influence.

(2) Soteriological religions break over national bonds. A per-

son is not a member of a soteriological religion because he has been

born a member of a certain group of nation ; he needs a Second

Birth, an initiation or baptism or its equivalent. Consequently any
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one who can be initiated can become a member of that religion.

Hence the soteriological rehgions are the great missionary rehgions

of history—Orphism, Mithraism, Buddhism, Christianity, and others.

This imphcit universaHsm has brought about remarkable changes in

these religions. Greek pride at first restricted initiation at Eleusis

to Athenians ; the nature of this religion however brought its ex-

tension to any Greek, then to anyone, male or female, slave or free,

Greek or barbarian, who was free of serious crime and could un-

derstand the ritual. In India the Bhakti cults have overstepped the

bonds of caste ; members of the lower castes have been their saints

and leaders. The universalistic soteriological religions thus remedy

the deficiency of the particularistic legalisms.

Apart from the two above characteristics, there are no others

peculiar to all soteriological religions and always found in them.

However, state four tendencies that are likely to appear, but may

not be shown because of the intermixture of a strong deontological

influence.

(1) In soteriological religions, the bond between religion and

morality tends to be shattered. There is, indeed, no necessary con-

nection between morality and soteriological religion, unless the evil

from which one needs to be saved is specifically moral evil itself.

Salvation from any other evil, such as a miserable future life,

transmigration, or an evil world, need not be by a moral means.

Hence morality may not be required for salvation, and, if required,

its requiremet may be purely advantitious. India's soteriological re-

ligions take it for granted that religion and morality are separate.

Even in religions such as primitive Buddhism and Neoplatonism, in

which morality is required, it is relegated to an inferior position.

Gautama required his followers to live moral lives, but salvation

came not by so doing ; it came only by asceticism, ridding oneself of

desire, not of immorality. In Neoplatonism and the mystical move-

ments deriving from its influence, morality is merely one of the earli-

er steps in the preparation for the mystic revelation ; the believer

must proceed beyond morality to the mystic vision. Religions that

profess to deliver man from immorality do not show this tendency

;

they are however rare.

(2) The soteriological religions exhibit a tendency to obscure

the concept of God ; some of them even lack that concept. Their

emphasis is upon man and man's salvation ; God, if present, is sub-
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sidiary to man's salvation. 1 lence the God of a soteriological religion

need not be the greatest being in the universe. He may be a being

who has died and lives again, who shares in human weaknesses, such

as Osiris-Separis, Dionysos, Attis. or Siva ; he need only be kindly

disposed to his followers and powerful enough to give them what

they want. Indeed, these religions may do without any God at all,

since salvation may come by some automatic process. Hence the

Sankhya, Jainism. and primitive Buddhism are atheistic.

(3) The soteriological religions show a decided tendency to be

tolerant of other religions, and often allow their followers to be-

long to other religions at the same time, for they do not concern

themselves with the whole of life, as do the deontological religions,

but onlv with one phase, that from which salvation is sought. Hence

other gods may be worshipped for other purposes. In Athens it

was the common practice to worship the national gods and the primi-

tive spirits, and, at the same time, to be initiated into the rites of

Eleusis. Sometimes the same person joined a number of soterio-

logical cults, much as one joins fraternal organizations today—if

one cult fails to save, another may succeed ! As long as a religion

subserves only one among the many purposes of life, if that pur-

pose is not inclusive of all other purposes, that religion can consis-

tently be tolerant of other religions.

(4) These religions also show a tendency towards otherworld-

liness. They seek to escape from this life. Even Stoicism, which be-

lieved in no other w'orld, nevertheless disparaged this world ; the

true Stoic retreats into himself, where he can be undisturbed, and

cares not how things happen in the outer world. Hence soteriologi-

cal religions tend to fail to consider the needs and interests of hu-

man society, and often sacrifice this world for the sake of another.

Sometimes such a religion encourages positive immorality, as in the

orgies, especially the C^l^ta sects of the left hand.

A more usual result is some form of asceticism, which may be

laid at the door of soteriological religion. For Neoplatonism and

most Christian ascetics, asceticism is to free the soul from matter

;

for Buddhism it is to free the mind from any other efifort than that

of eliminating desire. The result is a depreciation of morality among

ordinary people.

Much milder is the requirement of an emotional "conversion"

experience, from which there is more often than not an undesir-
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able psychological reaction. This tendency likewise leads frequently

to a one-sided spirituality.

The soteriological religions are not only the most numerous of

all types of religion, but also perhaps the most varied of all. In many
ways their tendencies balance the tendencies of deontological re-

ligions. Indeed, the defects of soteriological religions lie in their

one-sidedness ; the complete union of soteriological and deontologi-

cal religion would remedy most of these one-sided tendencies. The
tough-minded soteriological religions are, moreover, also philosophies.

PHILOSOPHIC RELIGIONS.

The essence of philosophic religion is that the most important

thing in the universe is the explanation of that universe, in so far as

that explanation relates to (directly or remotely, but nevertheless

necessarily) what is thought to be most important in practical life.

When we ask philosophy to be the guide of life, we make of it a re-

ligion.

Most of the great philosophies have been philosophic religions.

In the classic world, Pythagoreanism set the model for a philosophic

religion ; there were also Stoicism, Epicureanism, and Neoplatonism

;

in India, the Vedanta, Yoga, Sankhya, and Ramanuja are philosophic

religions ; in China, the philosophies of Lao Tze, Mohtze, Confu-

cius, and the neo-Confucians are philosophic religions. So are also

the theologies of the higher religions, such as the idealism of Maha-

yana Buddhism, Mutazilite Mohammedanism, Jewish philosophy,

and Christian theologies. Perhaps the most imposing is the system

of St. Thomas Aquinas. There are also eighteenth-century Deism

and the Protestant theologies. The greatest inadequacy of Protes-

tan Modernism is its lack of an adequate philosophic development.

Most of the great modern European philosophic systems have at

least a religious side, in so far as they deal with fundamental prob-

lems of human life, and are, therefore, philosophic religions—Spin-

oza, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, Schopenhauer, for example. Spinozism is

today more and more manifesting its religious nature by attracting

devotees. The conflict between the "positive religions" and philoso-

phy has been motivated by this religious rivalry. The world's im-

portant philosophies and theologies have been philosophic religions

and hence must be judged bv the criteria of religion.

In stating the characteristics of philosophic religions, we note
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that in three respects they especially stress characteristics that proper-

ly belong to all advanced religions. (1) They emphasize the impor-

tance of belief—the acceptance of certain conceptions of life and of

the universe. This fact is an outgrowth of the circumstance that

advanced religions deal primarily with the inner life—in this case

it is interpreted in accordance with the nature of philosophic re-

ligion.

The emphasis upon a developed creed, meaning by that term a

detailed statement of belief, is characteristic, not always of a purely

philosophic religion, but of a religion that combines philosophic with

legalistic characteristics. The Jewish Shema and Mohammedan Pro-

fession of Faith are not developed creeds, but convenient catch-

words. A developed creed is exemplified by the creed of Maimon-

ides or that of al-Ashari, both of whom were philosophers as well

as adherents of a legalism. Christianity, after its impregnation by

Greek philosophy, developed many creeds.

(2) Philosophic religions, more than any other, are individually

chosen. For acceptance they appeal only to the reason of the individ-

ual. Often they do not even have any initiation ceremonies ; an ac-

ceptance of a set of beliefs is alone necessary to join.

(3) These religions are truly universalistic—they transcend po-

litical borndaries. Philosophic thought is, by its own nature, supra-

national. Confucianism, an apparent exception, spread little out-

side of China because of difficulties of communication ; it, however,

profoundly affected Japan and Indo-China, to which regions it

could go.

In addition to the three foregoing ways in which philosophic re-

ligions exemplify the general characteristics of advanced religions,

there are also five special characteristics or tendencies of these re-

ligions: (1) They are the product of a great deal of reflection. All

religions, especially advanced religions, are the product of some re-

flection ; only the philosophic religions, however, carry this tendency

to its logical conclusion in making religion throughout a matter of

reflection. With other religions, reflection is only partial—they in-

clude many non-reflective concepts, sixh as rituals and magic, which

is primitive, unreflective science. Philosophic religions are therefore

highly theoretical, emphasizing metaphysics and theology.

(2) They consequently appeal only to the educated, satisfying

the "intellect" as a statement of truth rather than the "emotions"
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as comforting or helpful. Hence their appeal is limited in its range

—

only to those who seek for intellectual satisfaction. Since such peo-

ple are usually the leaders of civilized comnumities, the influence of

the philosophic religions has. however, been far greater than the num-

ber of their adherents would suggest, even percolating, in the course

of centuries, down to the lower classes of society, as did Confucian-

ism in China.

(3) Because of their emphasis upon the explanation of the uni-

verse, philosophic religions lack many practices that other religions

find advantageous. They need no temples or meeting-houses ; they

need no particular organization and no ritual. They are thus purely

spiritual in nature. There may be some §ort of a gathering, just as

there are scientific meetings ; there may be an organization, just as

there are scientific associations; and there may be an initiation, just

as there is sometimes a formal admission of new members into a

scientific society ; but such forms are not at all necessary, and are fre-

quently dispensed with. It is incorrect, however, to say that phi-

losophic religions are literally unemotional. Emotion enters into

them, just as it enters into scientific pursuits (cf. scientific contro-

versies), but, since reason usually moderates emotion, philosophic

religions nearly always exclude the violent emotions, and hence are

said to be 'emotionless.' Some of these religions have indeed en-

couraged the mystic ecstasy, which is a very intense (though not

violent) emotional experience. Even the satisfaction of intellectual

curiosity is properly emotional in nature. Refined spirituality is

quite consistent with emotion.

(4) Because reflection plays so large a role in these religions,

the natural tendency of a one-sided philosophic religion is towards

over-refinement, absorption in purely theoretical problems, to the

exclusion of the practical side of life. This tendency is exemplified

in Plotinus and in the Neoplatonic current in Christianity
—

"prac-

tical" problems fade into the background before the contemplatio

Dei Philosophic religions tend to become absorbed in metaphysics,

theodicies, free-will controversies, and similar problems.

In particular, the importance of morality for life tends to be

neglected. The Hindu philosophic religions show this characteristic

;

due to their influence, India has generally accepted the notion that

religion and morality are properly separate-—before the overwhelm-

ing iiwya, morality ceases to be significant ; when the purnsha is seen
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to be sei)arate from the prakriti. the purusha is alone real, and moral-

ity, which belongs to the prakriti, ceases to be important. To main-

tain the emphasis of religion upon morality, some deontological in-

fluence is essential in religion.

(5) Just as morality tends to disappear in one-sided ]:)hilosophic

religions, so the concept of (lod, the most valuable concept in re-

ligion, is likely to disappear in a mist of abstractions. In the Vedan-

ta, in Plotinus and the "negative theology," in Lao Tze, the concept

of God is in great danger of disappearing. Some philosophic re-

ligions are frankly atheistic, as the Sankhya, the A'edanta, Epicurus,

Gautama the Buddha. Even when a God is admitted. He is rarely

conceived in such fashion that He can come into practical relation-

ships with the believer, so that prayer, except as self-communion,

is impossible. Narrowness and one-sidedness is possible to philo-

sophers just as much as to ignorant people.

In spite of these one-sided tendencies, philosophy is a perma-

nent element in religion. Man is a reasoning being, and insofar

philosophy is inevitable. Religion should, however, be more than

mere philosophy, since man wants more than merely an explanation

of the universe ; religion must be as broad as life if it is to be really

valuable. The ideal religion, meaning thereby the most valuable re-

ligion, w^ould seem to be an advanced religion that rejects all purely

primitive and national elements and stresses to an equal degree, de-

ontological, soteriological, and philosophical elements. The fore-

going classification of religions may thus be made into a means

of comparing and evaluating religions.

We have seen that the classification of religions is possible if

we do not require our classes to be mutually exclusive, but rather

types that are exemplified in actuality as coherent groups of tenden-

cies, while each actual religion is usually the result of a mixture of

dififerent types. \\"e have been able to deduce these types from the

general definition of religion by considering the different possible

sorts of things that may be considered most important in life. Primi-

tive religions take immediate wants, national religions, one or more

anthropomorphic great gods, and advanced religions, the needs of

the inner life as most important. The first of these important inner

needs is a purpose for life that is also the purpose of the universe,

leading to the conception of a single personal moral God. a deonto-

logical religion, and to the conception that this God's will is stated
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in an authoritative revelation, thereby producing a legalistic religion.

The inner need may also be for salvation from some sort of trouble

or evil, producing a soteriological religion or it may be for an ex-

planation of the universe, producing a philosophic religion. All ac-

tual religions may be classified as belonging in different degrees to

one or more of these five types of religion, and the important char-

acteristics of actual religions may each be classified as derived from

some one of these types. In this v^ay there is offered objective basis

of comparison among religions, so that comparative religion may be-

come a real science.

Professor William R. Shepherd, President of the Neiv

Orient Society of America, died Jiine /,, 1934 in Berlin,

Germany. His remains mill be returned to New York for

burial late in September.
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